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Abstract
Motivated by potential applications to theoretical computer science, in particular those
areas where the Curry-Howard correspondence plays an important role, as well as by the
ongoing search in pure mathematics for feasible approaches to higher category theory, we
undertake a detailed study of a new mathematical abstraction, the generalized category.
It is a partially dened monoid equipped with endomorphism maps dening sources and
targets on arbitrary elements, possibly allowing a proximal behavior with respect to com-
position. We rst present a formal introduction to the theory of generalized categories. We
describe functors, equivalences, natural transformations, adjoints, and limits in the general-
ized setting. Next we indicate how the theory of monads extends to generalized categories,
and discuss applications to computer science. In particular we discuss implications for the
functional programming paradigm, and discuss how to extend categorical semantics to the
generalized setting. Next, we present a variant of the calculus of deductive systems de-
veloped in [18,19], and give a generalization of the Curry-Howard-Lambek theorem giving
an equivalence between the category of typed lambda-calculi and the category of cartesian
closed categories and exponential-preserving morphisms that leverages the theory of gen-
eralized categories. Next, we develop elementary topos theory in the generalized setting
of ideal toposes, utilizing the formalism developed for the Curry-Howard-Lambek theorem.
In particular, we prove that ideal toposes possess the same Heyting algebra structure and
squares of adjoints that ordinary toposes do. Finally, we develop generalized sheaves, and
show that such categories form ideal toposes. We extend Lawvere and Tierney's theorem
relating j-sheaves and sheaves in the sense of Grothendieck to the generalized setting.
vi
Chapter 1
Prelude: The 2-Category of
Categories
The following is a brief review of perhaps the most important elementary construction
in category theory: the strict 2-category of categories.
Let C ;D be categories. Two natural transformations  : G) H; : F ) G between
functors F;G : C ! D may be composed via the rule
  (X) := (X)  (X)
where () denotes composition in D . This gives a category Nat(C ;D). Identities in
Nat(C ;D) are given by idF (X) := idX .
Given natural transformations  : F ) G between functors C ! D , and  : F 0 ) G0
between functors D ! E , we obtain a well-dened function Ob(C )! Mor(E ) via
 ? (X) := (^(X))  ((X));
where hats and bars are used as dened in section 3.1 below. This can also be written
 ?  = (  ^)  (  )
Note that
(X) = (X);
^(X) =[(X):
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Proposition 1.0.1 (The Five Facts). In the notation above, whenever expressions on both
sides of the formula are dened, we have:
1.  ?  = (^  )  (  ):
2.  ?  is a natural transformation G  F ) G0  F 0:
3. ( ? ) ?  =  ? ( ? ):
4. If
 : F ) G
 : G) H
9>=>; : C ! D ;
0 : F 0 ) G0
0 : G0 ) H 0
9>=>; : D ! E ;
then
(0  0) ? (  ) = (0 ? )  (0 ? ):
5. If id

F is the identity of F with respect to the product  in Nat(C ;D), then
 ? id

F = ;
id

F ?  = ;
whenever both sides are dened.
Proof. (1)
( ? )(X) = (  ^)  (  )(X)
= (^(X))  ((X))
= ([(X))  F ((X))
= G((X))  ((X))
2
= ^((X))  ( (X))
= (^  )  (  )(X):
(2) by Fact 1.
(3) Apply the denition.
(4) by Fact 1 and since ^ = ; b0 = 0.
(5) direct calculation.
Remarks.
1. We may write simply idF or 1F in light of Fact (5).
2. Fact 4 is often referred to as the interchange law.
An immediate consequence of the Five Facts is the following: The category of categories
is a strict two-category. By \the category of categories" is meant the set of small categories,
functors, and natural transformations in a xed universe Uuniv.
  
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Chapter 2
Introduction
2.1 Overview and Motivation
Category theory [4,15,22] has its origins in mathematics, and has since become a well-
established area of foundations, with a rich interaction with computer science. It begins
with the insight that diagrams and morphisms have a mathematical life unto themselves,
independent of function theory, and independent of any use of points as arguments. The
more one works with categories, in fact, the more one becomes cognizant of the view that a
category is in fact a set of morphisms that are in some way algebraically structured. In [9],
the paper on natural transformations in which the elementary notions of category theory
are introduced for the rst time, Eilenberg and MacLane write
It is thus clear that the objects play a secondary role, and could be entirely
omitted from the denition of a category. However, the manipulation of the
applications would be slightly less convenient were this done.
Thus two views have been known to category theorists since the beginning of the subject.
The two approaches, the one-sorted denition describing a universe of pure maps, and the
two-sorted denition including the objects that are in applications prior to the maps that
they inspire, pull against one another in a way that seems, in practice, like a natural,
irresolvable tension. The latter approach has proven to be the dominant one, while the
former approach has made occasional appearances, for example in work by Ehresmann [8],
Street [34], and more recently, in work by R. Cockett [6].
The potential for generalization begins with the less-often-used one-sorted formulation,
which necessitates an axiom requiring the source and target maps s and t to be trivial upon
iteration: ss = st = s; tt = ts = t. This condition, however, is extraneous. Dropping it
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gives rise to a rather general notion, which may be weakened further via replacing some
equalities with inequalities, as suggested by some kinds of applications [32]. This is the
jumping-o-point of our work in Chapter 3.
There exists no literature on this generalization of category theory. This lack of atten-
tion to the abstraction is likely due in some part to a lack of knowledge about the robustness
of the categorical theory existing in the general case. Having noticed signs that such a the-
ory might be suciently strong to have potential applications, the author undertook the
investigations that appear in this dissertation. With much literature in computer science
devoted to subjects such as metaprogramming, dependent types, and other generalizations
of type theory based on Church's typed lambda calculus (see for example [3]), there exists
no lack of potential applications of this work to categorical semantics and other areas of
theoretical computer science. However, the author, not having been trained in computer
science himself, does not venture far outside of the mathematical parts of category theory
in this work. We nd in this theoretical investigation that in the generalized setting a
considerable part of the fundamental theory of categories and categorical logic persists in a
remarkably robust form. During our investigation a wealth of unforeseen new abstractions
have arisen, and there is much at the time of this writing that is still unexplored, both in
the realm of theory and in the realm of applications.
2.2 Summary of Contents
In Chapter 3 we introduce the main abstraction of our work, the notion of generalized
category. We show that the standard tools of category theory carry over to the general-
ized setting, and we also present some negative results that may perhaps indicate to the
interested reader some of the obstacles to further generalization along the same lines.
In Chapter 4 we give a treatment of the theory of monads. We show that the theory of
the Kleisli triple carries over to the generalized setting, however only by a more intricate
construction than in the ordinary categorical setting. We also investigate the theory of
algebras and the Tripleability theorems. Although the theory of T -algebras for monads
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seems to t comfortably in the setting of generalized categories, the results of an investiga-
tion into a theory of generalized Eilenberg-Moore category were disappointing. However,
the Tripleability theorems and other aspects of the theory of T -algebras can nevertheless
be carried out via the usual one-categorical construction.
In Chapter 5 we treat cartesian closed categories and the work of Lambek [18,19] on the
Curry-Howard Correspondence. The main result shown is that the correspondence carries
over to the generalized setting. This involves developing a new syntactic abstraction, a
generalized typed lambda calculus, to coincide with the generalized semantics of Chapter
3. This result lays the groundwork for applications of generalized categories in type theory,
particularly for models of subtyping and higher-kinded type systems. As we also discuss,
the generalized result also proves instructive when interpreting the usual Curry-Howard
Correspondence in the one-categorical setting.
In Chapter 6 we use the results of Chapter 5 develop the theory of elementary toposes
in the setting of generalized categories, following [2,11,14,20,23]. The abstraction studied
is referred to as an ideal topos, as it extends the notion of ideal cartesian closed category
introduced in Chapter 5. The theory of toposes has an important (perhaps decisively so)
relationship with the theory of sheaves. We have therefore undertaken an investigation
into a generalization of sheaves and show that they, too, possess a robust theory, one which
is in certain respects dierent than both the theory of ideal elementary toposes and the
theory of one-categorical sheaves that it extends. The avor of the subject is a departure
from previous chapters due to the obstacles that arise to setting up the full toolkit of sheaf
theory in the generalized setting. This impasse is overcome using bipartite (generalized)
categories, or what we call pointed profunctors. As a byproduct of our work, we obtain a
working denition of the category of generalized sets. While we discuss many fundamental
topics in topos theory (basic topos theory, sheaf theory, and a few remarks on 2-sheaves) we
do not include a discussion of the internal language of generalized categories, as this would
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burden the reader with still more lengthy preliminaries along the lines of the treatment in
Chapter 5.
The work done in Chapter 6 shows that the topos theoretic foundations for logic,
topology, and geometry laid down by some of the greatest minds of the past one hundred
years has a wide new realm of applicability. Our work in this Chapter is lacking, however,
for it states theory only, and gives no applications. We conclude this introduction by
voicing the hope that such applications might someday be forthcoming.
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Chapter 3
Generalized Categories
3.1 Beginnings
Preliminaries. We use notation s(f); t(f), dom(f); cod(f), and f; f^ , more or less in-
terchangeably, to denote the source and target of an element of a generalized category.
The lattermost notation may be used when it improves readability of formulas. We write
composition G F := (f 7! G(F (f))) and in general, for mappings F and G with common
domain and codomain (in which concatenation is meaningful) we dene the operation
G  F := (f 7! G(f)F (f));
the standard vertical composition operation [22]. In any context where it is meaningful,
we use the standard arrow notation f : a ! b to mean that an element f is given, the
source of f is a, and the target of f is b. The notation # indicates that all composed pairs
of elements in the expression or relation are in fact composable pairs.
3.1.1 Denition
Denition 1. A generalized category is a structure (C ;v; s; t; ) where C is a set, v is
a relation on C , s and t are mappings C ! C , and () is a partially dened mapping
C  C ! C , denoted a  b or ab. These are required to satisfy
1. (C ;v) is a partially ordered set,
2. ab # if and only if s(a) v t(b).
3. If (ab)c # or a(bc) # then (ab)c = a(bc).
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4. If ab # then s(ab) = s(b) and t(ab) = t(a).
5. (Element-Identity) For all a 2 C , there exists b 2 C such that
(a) s(b) = t(b) = a,
(b) if bc # then bc = c,
(c) if cb # then cb = c,
6. (Object-Identity) Let a 2 C and s(a) = t(a) = a. Then
(a) if ba # then ba = b.
(b) If ab # then ab = b.
7. (Order Congruences1)
(a) If a v b then s(a) v s(b) and t(a) v t(b).
(b) a v b and c v d and ac; bd # implies ac v bd:
(c) a v b implies 1a v 1b.
The element c of axiom (5) is unique, and is denoted 1a or ida, and called the identity on
a.
As a partially ordered set a generalized category resembles, but is weaker than, a
domain [12], indeed motivation for the ordering comes from domain theory [32, 39]. If
a v b, we say that a approximates b, and b sharpens a. When the ordering v is nontrivial,
one may call C a proximal generalized category. We often think of proximal categories as
having at least a bottom element ?, but we do not assume this in the denition, since we
would like, as a special case, for an ordinary one-category to be a generalized category. If
the order given by v is discrete, we might say that the generalized category is discrete,
and similarly for other order-theoretic attributes, but as this may lead to confusion with
1These axioms are needed for the Kleisli construction in Chapter 4.
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the notion of a discrete category (one with essentially no morphisms), we shall say instead
that such a generalized category is a sharp generalized category. We allow ourselves to
refer to a proximal generalized category whenever we wish to emphasize that we refer to a
generalized category that is not assumed to be sharp.
An element f 2 C is an element f of the underlying set C . An object a in C is an
element a of C such that s(a) = t(a) = a. We write Ob(C ) for the set of objects. For
a 2 C , we dene the height of a, denoted height(a); to be the maximum of the set of
nonnegative integers n such that there exists a sequence ~s of source and target operations
of length n such that ~s(i) is an object, unless there is an innite sequence ~s of source and
target operations such that no subsequence yields an object. In that case, we say that
height(a) =1.
With this terminology, Denition 1 says that in a generalized category with identities,
every element a has an identity 1a, and that if the element is an object, this identity is a
itself. If a 2 C has identity 1a and is not an object, then a 6= 1a.
The maps s and t of the denition are called the source or domain and target or
codomain maps, respectively. We may sometimes denote the map s(a) by a, and the map
t(a) by a^.
Given a generalized category C , any element of C may be composed with other com-
patible elements, and it is equipped with a \tail" of fellow elements, dened by the s and t
maps. We think of the product as developing from right to left, and we may write c : a! b
when s(a) = b, t(a) = c. Note as an aside that if one pictures instead a representation
a = cab of a, one has a picture of composition cab bde = c(ad)e. This notation can be
iterated to
a = gcfaebd
In this manner one can visualize a binary tree.
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3.1.2 An Alternative Approach
We pause to make note of an alternative approach, and discuss why we choose the
approach of Denition 1.
Denition 2. A generalized category is a structure (C ;v; s; t; ) where C is a set, v is a
relation on C , s and t are operators (mappings) C ! C , and () is a partially dened
binary operation C  C ! C , denoted a  b or ab. These are required to satisfy
1. (C ;v) is a partially ordered set,
2. If (ab)c # or a(bc) # then (ab)c = a(bc).
3. If ab # then s(ab) = s(b) and t(ab) = t(a).
4. ab # if and only if s(a) v t(b).
5. (Object-Identity) Let a 2 C and s(a) = t(a) = a. Then
(a) if ba # then ba = b.
(b) If ab # then ab = b.
6. (Order Congruences)
(a) If a v b then s(a) v s(b) and t(a) v t(b).
(b) a v b and c v d and ac; bd # implies ac v bd:
(c) a v b implies 1a v 1b.
A generalized category is said to be equipped with identities if for every a 2 C , if there
exists b 2 C such that s(b) = a or t(b) = a, then there exists c 2 C such that cb # implies
cb = b, and bc # implies bc = b.The element c is unique, and is denoted 1a or ida, and called
the identity on a. An element f 2 C is an element f of the underlying set C . An object
a in C is an element a of C such that s(a) = t(a) = a. A subject U in C is an element
U of C such that there exists f 2 C such that s(f) = U , or there exists f 2 C such that
t(f) = U .
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The approach of Denition 1 has the advantage of having fewer basic concepts than
Denition 2. All elements are subjects and all elements have identities. This makes many
steps of the development go smoothly. On the other hand, Denition 1 creates so many
identities that one sometimes wonders if they are better avoided after all. Thus one might
seem to be at an impasse concerning whether Denition 1 or Denition 2 is more preferable.
This ambivalence is resolved by the notion of ideal category introduced in Chapter 5. Ideal
categories arise naturally in categorical logic. In such categories, and in particular in
the generalized category of contexts C, there are identities present just as Denition 1
requires. This tipping of the scales is the reason why we favor Denition 1 over Denition
2. In order to facilitate discussions about generalized categories in the sense of Denition
1, we say that closing over 1() is the obvious operation of ensuring (via free generation
where needed) that axiom (5) is satised.
3.1.3 Resuming, from Denition 1
Proposition 3.1.1. Up to reversal of v, Denition 1 is symmetric in the source and target
maps s and t. Therefore every proof  about a generalized category C continues to hold
when, in all assumptions, denitions, and deduction steps, composition, the order v, and
the role of source and target are reversed.
Such a proof 0 is said to be obtained from  \by duality" [22]. This simple fact has
a profound eect on the entire subject. The generalized category formed by the operation
of Proposition 3.1.1 is called the opposite generalized category C op of C .
Example 1. Let C be a category [22]. Then the generalized category generated by C is
obtained from C by identifying the identity 1X of each object X 2 C with X, and closing
over 1(). Considering a concrete example, such as the generalized category generated by
the category of all groups, we may write idX for X, with the identication idX = X being
understood. More formally, we dene:
Denition 3. A generalized category C is a category or one-category if the source and target
of every nonidentity f in C is an object in C .
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We now have a rough ontology:
sharp category
= category
proximal category
sharp generalized category
proximal generalized category
= generalized category
Example 2. In some instances it is possible to write down a generalized category explicitly.
There is an empty generalized category, and C = fa : a ! ag, the trivial generalized
category. More generally, any set S is a generalized category after setting s(a) = t(a) = a
for a 2 S, we say that the generalized category is discrete or a zero-category, or simply
that it is a set. (Thus, sets and categories are examples of generalized categories.) Because
of the identity axiom, other than nite sets there are no nite generalized categories. To
amend language, we therefore dene:
Denition 4. A generalized category C is nitely generated if there is a nite set C such
that the remainder of C consists only of identities.
There are many examples of generalized categories that are not ordinary categories,
the simplest perhaps being C = fa : a ! a; b : a ! bg. Another simple example is
C = fa : b ! b; b : a ! ag. This generalized category is nite, but does not possess
objects, moreover every element is a subject. A generalized category may also lack objects
due to innite descent, for example C = fan : an 1 ! an 1 j n 2 Zg:
Example 3. Besides the aforementioned sources in domain theory, motivation for the prox-
imal relation v in a proximal generalized category comes, via categorical semantics, from
the subtyping relation in some type theoretical systems [27,28], a feature characteristically
found in object-oriented languages. Subtyped type systems are often preorders, thus, we
can access the semantics given by a generalized category by, for one thing, equating mutual
subtypes. As in domain theoretic orders, subtyped type systems often include a bottom
type; they may also include a global maximum type. Such a structuring of types creates a
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comfortable intuitive environment for type theory, and makes the type checker behave less
rigidly. However, representation of data in such systems can demand trade-os that make
such systems less suitable for some kinds of applications. Moreover, in an industry-level
type system, problems and subtleties may arise due to the need for subtyping rules to in-
teract coherently with rules that govern other advantageous type features, such as records,
recursive types, and polymorphism. In practice, therefore, subtyping produces both bene-
ts as well as costs, and has been the focus of much research and discussion in computer
science.
One approach to implementing subtyping involves data type coercion, or the auto-
mated physical modication of stored data at run-time. Type-theoretically, condition (4)
of Denition 1 corresponds to a type system in which there exists a coercive evaluation
mechanism.
Example 4. Let C be a generalized category, and consider the condition on C that hom sets
should contain a unique element or else be empty. To obtain a (possibly innite) planar
binary tree one adds the condition that source and target may not loop except trivially,
that is, for every element a 2 C , and for every nite sequence (x1; : : : ; xn) where xi is either
s or t (source or target) if xnxn 1 : : : x1a = a then it is required that s a = t a = a, that
is, or (using the terminology of trees) that a is a leaf. Presheaves on such trees arise for
example in database theory, see for example [33].
Example 5. A generalized (directed) graph (cf. Chapter 5) is simply a triple (A ; s; t), where
A is a carrier set, and s; t are maps A ! A . An element of A is (synonymously) an
edge. An object in a generalized graph is an element a 2 A such that s a = t a = a,
that is, a common xed point of the endomorphisms s and t. Ordinary graphs correspond
bijectively with 1-dimensional generalized graphs, where we say that generalized graph is
1-dimensional if s s = s and t t = t : With the obvious composition via compound paths,
a generalized graph becomes a (sharp) generalized category.
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There are plentiful settings where generalized graphs may arise. For example, suppose
that there is a system of goods A0. The edges of A are certicates (issued, say perhaps,
by dierent governing bodies) that say that a good a 2 A0 may be exchanged for another
good b 2 A0. Suppose it is accepted that a good is always exchangeable for itself. Now
let's suppose that such certicates themselves may be exchanged, but that this requires
that one has a higher-level certicate for this higher-level trade. If we imagine a certain
impetus exists among those we imagine making the exchanges, we can expect that there
will next arise trading for these certicates as well, giving rise to a generalized graph (in
fact, a generalized deductive system, via a simple extension of Kolmogorov's reasoning
about intuitionistic logic in [17]).
Example 6. For a planar binary tree t, let
root(t) is the root of t.
left(t) is the tree given by the left descendant of the root, and its descendants.
right(t) is the tree given by the right descendant of the root, and its descendants.
From any category C we can form a sharp generalized category C f as follows: take the set
C f to be the set of all planar binary trees of morphisms in C , subject to a source-and-target
condition
dom root(dom f) = dom root(f);
and
cod root(cod f) = cod root(f);
where if f be such a tree,
cod f = left(f);
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the left descendent tree of f, and
dom f = right(f);
the right descendent tree of f. These conditions set up a recursive condition on elements
of C f . For g; f 2 C f , we dene g  f to be the tree h with left descendent root(f), right
descendent root(g) and root root(g)  root(f). This is a well-dened product, by the source-
and-target condition above. It is checked that this is a (sharp) generalized category. An
element of C f may be visualized as

X Y

f^
f
f
Constructions on the original C can be carried over to C f , for example, if C has products
(equalizers, coproducts, coequalizers), then so (respectively) does C f . If C is (co)complete,
however, it does not imply that C f is (co)complete.
3.2 Elementary Theory, Category of Invertibles
We now dene functors and hom sets:
Denition 5. A mapping C ! C 0 between generalized categories is functorial or a functor
if
1. a v b implies F (a) v F (b);
2. F (a) = F (a);
3. F (a^) =[F (a);
4. F (ab) = F (a)F (b); if ab #;
5. F (1a) = 1F (a):
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We thus have a category GenCat of generalized categories and functors.
Functors are also called covariant functors. A contravariant functor from C to C 0 is a
unital map satisfying
1. if a v b then F (b) v F (a),
2. F (a) =[F (a);
3. F (a^) = F (a);
4. F (ab) = F (b)F (a) if ab #;
instead of the corresponding covariant relations.
Denition 6. The sets
hom(a; b) = fc 2 C j c = a; c^ = bg;
for a; b 2 C , are called the hom sets of C .
Denition 7. A subcategory of a generalized category C is a subset C 0 of C whose order is
inherited from C closed under source, target, composition, and identities: if a 2 C 0, then
1a 2 C 0. A subcategory C 0 is full if a; b 2 C 0 implies hom(a; b) is contained in C 0.
The composition of two functors is a functor, and functors send objects to objects.
Denition 8. Two generalized categories C and C 0 are isomorphic if there is an invertible
functor (i.e., invertible as a mapping) F from C to C 0.
Proposition 3.2.1. There is a functor, attening, from the category of generalized cate-
gories to the category of categories.
Proof. Let C be a generalized category with identities. Let Ob(Cflat) be f[f ] j f 2 C g,
the objects of C indexed by the elements of C . Let Mor(CF ) again be a set f(f) j f 2 C g
indexed by the elements of C , and dene source and target s((f)) = [s(f)]; t((f)) = [t(f)]:
Then Cflat is a category whose composition and identities are
(g)  (f) := (gf);
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1[f ] = (1f ):
Given a functor F : C ! D inGenCat, we immediately obtain a functor Cflat ! Dflat.
Note that Cflat contains a attening of the identity structure, even in cases where
hom(a; a) = f1ag.
There is also a category flatC , the further attening of C to a zero-category. It is
dened by:
flat(f) :=
8>><>>:
(f); if f = 1g for some g 2 C ,
[f ] otherwise,
where [f ] is dened by s([f ]) = t([f ]) = [f ], and (f) : flat(s(f))! flat(t(f)):
Denition 9. If C is a generalized category, an element a 2 C is invertible if there exists
b 2 C such that ab = 1a^ and ba = 1a.
Proposition 3.2.2.
1. The inverse a 1 of an element a of C is unique if it exists.
2. da 1 = a and a 1 = a^. (Even if C is proximal.)
3. All objects a are invertible: a 1 = a.
4. Functors send invertibles to invertibles: F ( 1) = F () 1.
There are a few ways a generalized category may be partitioned into equivalence classes:
Denition 10. For a; b 2 C ; we have the following equivalence relations:
1. a and b are in the same monic class, or subobject, a m b, if there exists invertible
element  2 C such that a = b.
2. a and b are in the same epic class, or quotient, a e b, if there exists invertible element
 2 C such that a = b;
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3. a and b are in the same iso class, a  b, if there exist invertible elements 1; 2 2 C
such that 1a = b2.
Let  denote the set of all invertible elements in C . Dene the symbol
a := fa   j  2  and a   #g;
and dene the symbols a;a, etc. similarly. Then for a; b 2 C , b belongs to the monic
class of a if and only if b 2 a, b belongs to the epic class of a if and only if b 2 a, and
b belongs to the iso class of a if and only if b 2 a. This notation is useful for back-of-
the-envelope calculations, but it can be misleading: it need not be true that f = g,
even if f and g are invertible.
Denition 11. An elementm of a generalized category C ismonic ifmf;mg # andmf = mg
implies f = g. An element e in C is epi if fe; ge # and fe = ge implies f = g. We say a is
isomorphic to b, denoted
a = b;
if there exists an invertible element  with  = a; ^ = b.
If a is monic and a m b, then b is monic, and the  given by the denition is unique.
Similarly, if a is epic and a e b.
For every a; b 2 C , a is isomorphic to b i 1a is in the same iso class as 1b, that is,
a = b , 1a  1b:
For a; b objects, this becomes:
a = b , a  b:
Proposition 3.2.3. Let C be a generalized category. Then the set of iso classes forms a
sharp category. The objects of this category are the iso classes of invertible elements of C .
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Proof. Let ~C be the set of iso classes of C , let ~a;~b, ... denote elements in ~C . Dene
~a  ~b := f1a2b3 j 1; 2; 3 invertible, and 1a2b3 #g:
This is a partially dened map ~C  ~C ! ~C . For a 2 C , let
~s(~a) := f1s a;
~t(~a) := f1t a:
These operations are well-dened: if a = 1b2, then a is isomorphic to b, so, say, 1b
 1 =
1a, so f1s a = f1s b, and similarly for ~t.
We take the order v on ~C to be trivial, and we check Denition 1. The rst four
conditions are immediate: for (4), if ~a;~b 2 ~C , then ~a~b #. This occurs if and only if
f 2 C j  : a ! b^ is invertibleg is nonempty, if and only if 1a  1b^, if and only if
~s(~a) = ~t(~b). Next, we observe that if ~a is an element of the form ~s~b or ~t~b in ~C , then it must
be of the form e1b for some b 2 C , and
~t(e1b) = ~s(e1b) = e1b;
so ~1b is an object. Next, we have
e1a  ~b = f11a2b3g = f4b3g = ~b;
and similarly, ~b e1a = ~b whenever the product is dened. So ~C is a sharp generalized category,
in fact a one-category, after closing over 1(). The second statement is merely the observation
that a is invertible if and only if ~a = f1s a = f1t a:
Denition 12. We refer to the category ~C of Proposition 3.2.3 as the category of invertibles
of C .
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The skeleton of a generalized category C is any full subcategory such that each element
of C is isomorphic in C to exactly one element of the subcategory. Skeletons are unique
up to isomorphism [22]. In the case of a category C , the category of invertibles expresses
exactly the same data as a skeleton, but in a dierent way: any iso class that is an object in
the category of invertibles contains not a set of invertibles in C that are pairwise isomorphic,
but instead, the set of all the isomorphisms that relate them pairwise to one another. On
the other hand, an iso class that is an arrow in the category of invertibles is a noninvertible
arrow f 2 C well-dened up to a commutative square with invertible columns.
Since every element has an identity, thus taking the category of invertibles is the same
as the operation of attening (Proposition 3.2.1) followed by taking the skeleton, yielding
the description just made in the previous paragraph. Thus it is perhaps natural to think
of it as the \category of identities" of the generalized category.
It is also the case that a functor F lifts to a functorial map ~F on the category of
invertibles. Indeed, dene
~F : ~C ! ~C 0;
via
~F (~a) :=]F (a):
This is well-dened, as a consequence of (2) (which depends on the unital property of F ):
~F (1a2) = F (1)F (a)F (2)

=]F (a):
So we check functoriality: we have
1^s(F (a)) = 1^F (s(a)) = F^ (1s(a)) = ~F (g1s(a)) = ~F (s(~a));
and
1^s(F (a)) = s(]F (a)) = s( ~F (~a)):
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Similarly,
t( ~F (~a)) = ~F (t(~a)):
And
~F (~a~b) = ~F (fab) = F^ (ab) = F (a)0F (b) = ~F (~a) ~F (~b):
Finally, ~F is unital since ~C and ~C 0 are categories.
A notion weaker than isomorphism arises from considering the categories of invertibles.
Denition 13. Generalized categories C and C 0 are equivalent if their categories of invert-
ibles are isomorphic.
This denition appeals directly to a comparison of the categories of invertibles. Now
consider two functors F;G : C ! C 0 that both dene the same functor ~C ! fC 0 on the
categories of invertibles of C and C 0. This can only mean that there exist a pair of functions
1; 2 : C ! C 0 such that 8a 2 C i(a) is invertible for i = 1; 2, and for all a 2 C ,
1(a)F (a) = G(a)2(a) # :
If this holds we may write
F = G:
Proposition 3.2.4. Two generalized categories C and C 0 are equivalent if either of the
following two equivalent conditions are satised.
1. Their categories of invertibles are isomorphic via a pair ~F ; ~G, where ~G = ~F 1, that
come from functors F : C ! C 0 and G : C 0 ! C .
2. There exist two functors F;G from C ! C 0 (C 0 ! C , respectively) satisfying
F G = idC 0 ;
G  F = idC :
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We can consider properties that a functor ~F on the category of invertibles has as an
ordinary functor, and view them as properties of the underlying functor F :
Denition 14. A functor F : C ! C 0 is essentially injective if it satises one of the following
equivalent conditions,
1. ~F is injective.
2. For a; b 2 C , F (a) = F (b) implies a  b.
and F is essentially surjective if it satises one of the following equivalent conditions:
1. ~F is surjective.
2. For  2 C 0, there exists a 2 C with F (a)  .
From our initial investigation of equivalences between generalized categories, we arrived
at the notion of equivalence via a pair of functors F and G. We could, however, view this
machinery (the pair (1; 2)) as instead relating the two functors, and extend it:
Denition 15. Let C ;C 0 be generalized categories, let F;G : C ! C 0 be two functors.
We say that a morphism of functors [15] from F to G is a pair (1; 2) of maps C ! C 0
satisfying, for all a 2 C ,
1(a)F (a) = G(a)2(a) # (3.1)
Note that here, 1 and 2 are no longer presumed to be invertible. We may write the
morphism of functors with the notation (1; 2) : F ) G.
Note that the maps 1 and 2 are maps from C to C 0, not from Ob(C ) to C 0 (cf. [22]).
Example 7. Let A = (aij) be a matrix with coecients in a ring R, and let f : R ! S be
a ring homomorphism. One naturally sets f(A) = (f(aij)), and doing this, one sees that
det(f(A)) = f(det(A)): (3.2)
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This relation can be interpreted by observing that GLn is a functor from the category
of rings to the category of groups, and likewise for the mapping that sends a ring to its
group of units, and a ring homomorphism to the pointwise-identical homomorphism on the
respective groups of units. So if f : R ! S, and writing F (f) for the map dened above
extending f to a map on GLn(R), and G(f) for the map changing f to a map on the group
of units, we have
det()  F (f) = G(f)  det()
by rewriting equation (3.2). From this expression we can read o the morphism of functors:
1(f) = det : GLn(S)! S;
2(f) = det : GLn(R)! R:
We see that in this example, 1 and 2 come from a single map  on the objects (rings).
This is not only typical of categories, it is guaranteed to happen. Indeed, if we return to
the general situation of Denition 15, inserting a = 1b into equation (3.1) gives
1(1b) = 2(1b)
for b 2 C , so in particular, for all objects b,
1(b) = 2(b):
Thus 1 and 2 are identical on objects, and since one-categories have no higher morphisms,
this single map on objects completely characterizes (1; 2).
In the terminology of section 3.3 that follows, this means that a morphism of func-
tors between functors relating categories is always natural. In the setting of generalized
categories, we might suppose that this naturality property is a condition special to one-
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categories, since it does not appear to have any a priori motivation. However, the theory
that results from dropping the naturality condition appears to be signicantly weaker:
1. There is no strict 2-category of non-natural transformations, functors, and generalized
categories. Here, the wheel turns on the tiniest of pedestals: in the notation of
Chapter 1, the relations
(X) = (X);
^(X) =[(X)
hold only in the natural setting. So we do not prove Fact 1.
2. While there is a notion of non-natural adjunction, there is no hom set bijection. A
key step in the proof uses the naturality of the unit and counit maps. This in turn is
used to prove that left adjoints are right exact.
3. Because there is no adjoint hom set bijection, some theorems relating equivalences
of categories with properties of functors no longer hold. In particular a full, faithful,
essentially surjective functor might not dene an equivalence.
For these reasons, we do not take the development any further until we introduce naturality
in the next section.
3.3 Naturality
In this section we establish the second of the two notions of equivalence we consider,
namely natural equivalence. As already noted, the distinction between natural and non-
natural vanishes in the case of categories. Under natural equivalence, we obtain a 2-category
of generalized categories, and in particular, an interchange law (Theorem 3.3.1). We can
also establish, using the nal lynchpin that naturality provides, the hom set bijection
associated with adjoint pairs (Theorem 3.3.2). Consequently the familiar rule that an
equivalence between categories is given by a fully faithful essentially surjective functor
carries over to generalized categories (Theorem 3.3.3). The full and faithful properties are
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tied to the naturality condition, which gives rise to maps not only on individual elements,
but on entire hom sets.
Denition 16. Let C ;D be generalized categories, let F;G : C ! D . Let (1; 2) : F ) G
be a morphism of functors. We say that (1; 2) is natural or that (1; 2) is a natural
transformation if, for every a; b 2 C ,
1(a) = 1(b)
whenever a^ = b^, and
2(a) = 2(b)
whenever a = b.
Thus, naturality means that the function 1(a) can be replaced with the function
a^ 7! 1(1a^) of the element a^, and 2 can be replaced with the function a 7! 2(1a) of the
element a. But, as noted in section 3.2, 1(1b) = 2(1b) for all elements b. Hence a natural
transformation reduces to a single map  : C ! C 0, from which 1 and 2 are immediately
derived:
1(a) := (1a^);
2(a) := (1a):
We refer to a natural transformation (1; 2) by referring to this map . In terms of  the
dening relation of a morphism of functors becomes
(f^ )  F (f) = G(f)  ( f ) # :
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Denition 17. Two generalized categories C and C 0 are naturally equivalent if they are
equivalent via natural transformations
 : F G = idC 0 ;
0 : G  F = idC :
Naturally equivalent generalized categories are, in particular, equivalent (Denition 13).
With the extra condition of naturality, the way is clear to extend many justly well-known
results of one-category theory [22] to the generalized setting:
Theorem 3.3.1. The system given by all of the generalized categories, functors, and natural
tranformations forms a strict 2-category.
Proof. We dene the products
1  2;
1 ? 2
just as in Chapter 1, and proceed as in the one-categorical case.
We include the naturality condition when dening adjoints:
Denition 18. Let C and D be generalized categories. An adjunction (F;G; ; ") is a pair
of functors
C D
F
G
together with natural transformations
 : idC ! G  F; " : F G! idD ;
satisfying the identities
(G  ")  ( G) = 1G; (3.3)
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("  F )  (F  ) = 1F ; (3.4)
where 1F is the mapping f 7! 1F (f). Given an adjunction (F;G; ; "),  is called the unit
and " is called the counit of the adjunction. A natural equivalence (; 0) is an adjoint
equivalence if  and 0 are the unit and counit of an adjunction.
Theorem 3.3.2. Let C ;D be generalized categories, and let F;G : C ! D be functors.
The following are equivalent:
1. (F;G; ; ") forms an adjunction
C D
F
G .
2. For every f in C and g in D , there is a bijection of sets
hom(F (f); g) = hom(f;G(g)); (3.5)
that is natural in f and g. This means that if f;g is the bijection (3.5), then for
every k : g ! g0, and h : f 0 ! f , the following diagrams commute:
hom(F (f); g) hom(f;G(g))
hom(F (f); g0) hom(f;G(g0))
f;g
k G(k)
f;g0
hom(F (f); g) hom(f;G(g))
hom(F (f 0); g) hom(f 0; G(g))
f;g
F (h) h
f 0;g
Equivalently  satises
u  F (v) : F (f)! g implies (u  F (v)) = (u)  v;
v0  v : F (f)! g implies (v0  v) = G(v0)  (v):
Proof. The proof is formally the same as in the one-categorical case (see [22]).
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Denition 19. Let C ;D be generalized categories, F : C ! D a functor. For a; b 2 C , let
Fa;b be the mapping on the domain hom(a; b) given by f 7! F (f). We say that F is faithful
if for all a; b, Fa;b is injective, and we say that F is full if for all a; b, Fa;b is surjective.
Thus for example full means: if ;  in D are of the form F (a); F (b), for a; b 2 C , and
if  : ! , then  is of the form F (c) for c 2 C .
Theorem 3.3.3. Let C ;D be generalized categories, and let F : C ! D be a functor. The
following are equivalent:
1. F is a natural equivalence,
2. F is a natural adjoint equivalence,
3. F is full, faithful, and essentially surjective.
Proof. The proof, much the same as in the one-categorical case, is left to the reader.
3.4 Limits
In this section we establish the elements of the theory of limits and colimits in sharp
generalized categories. We consider limits with respect to mappings I ! C as in Denition
22 that are weaker than functors. This, for example, allows us to form the shape of a
product or coproduct of any set of elements in a generalized category.
Denition 20. Let C ;C 0 be generalized categories. A functor up to objects from C to C 0
is a map F : C ! C 0 satisfying, for every a; b 2 C ,
1. F (ab) = F (a)(b),
2. F (a) is an identity in C 0 if and only if a is an identity in C ,
3. F (s(a)) = s(F (a)) unless a is an object of C ,
4. F (t(a)) = t(F (a)) unless a is an object of C .
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Denition 21. Let C be a generalized category, I a generalized category (the index of a
cone needs only be a set, but in practice it is always a (generalized) category). A cone in
C with index I is a map  : I ! C such that
for all i; j 2 I, (i) = (j):
Dually, cocone in C with index I is a map  : I ! C such that for all i; j 2 I, d(i) = d(j):
A cone or cocone is nitely generated if the index set I is nitely generated (Denition 4).
This common source is the vertex of the cone, and the vertex of a cocone is the common
target. Given a cone or cocone , we may refer to (i) for some i 2 I as a member of the
cone.
Denition 22. Let C ; I be generalized categories. Let  : I ! C be a functor, possibly
only a functor up to objects. A cone is said to be over (or below) the base  if
1. d(i) = (i), for all i 2 I,
2. for all i 2 I, (^i) = (i)(i).
A limit of  is a cone  : I ! C below the base  such that for any cone ~ : I ! C over
the same base , there is a unique  2 C such that ~ =   . (Here,    is the map
dened by (  )(i) = (i)  :)
Dually, a cocone is said to be over (or below) the base  if
1. (i) = (i), for all i 2 I,
2. for all i 2 I, (i) = (^i)(i).
A colimit of  is a cocone  : I ! C such that for any cone ~ : I ! C over the base , there
is a unique  2 C such that ~ = . Here,  is the map dened by ()(i) =  (i),
as before.
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Thus a cone ts a pattern as in the following Figure:
(i) (^i)
(vertex)
(i)
(i) (^i)
The word limit is often used to refer to the domain of the cone, and similarly colimit
is used to refer to the codomain of the cocone. The terms product, equalizer, coproduct,
coequalizer, etc. retain their meaning from ordinary categories, referring to limits based
on diagrams  : I ! C of the same shape as in the one-categorical case, and where 
may be a functor only up to objects. We follow standard terminology and say that a
generalized category has nite limits if there is a limit cone for every nitely generated
diagram  : I ! C , and dually for colimits.
We denote the set of limits of the functor  : I ! C by lim(; I) or just lim. We
denote the colimit colim(; I) or simply colim().
If C is a generalized category, there exist (nitely generated) diagrams J ! C that
cannot be dened and do not exist in an ordinary category. However, we still have:
Theorem 3.4.1. Let C be a generalized category. For C to have all nite limits, it suces
that C has all nite products and equalizers.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the height of nitely generated diagrams  : I ! C .
A nitely generated diagram of height 0 is a nite product, hence it has a limit cone in C
by hypothesis. Suppose that all nitely generated diagrams of height k  0 have a limit
cone, and let  : I ! C be a diagram of height k + 1. Dene
k
to be  restricted to the generalized category Ik formed by taking the collection of all
elements of I of height  k, along with all identities of I. It is easy to see that Ik is
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closed under composition, thus it is a generalized category. Therefore k is a diagram on
C , and by hypothesis, has a limit cone k with vertex, say, Lk. Consider flat(Ik), the
attening of Ik to a zero-category (section 3.2). The diagram flat(k) : flat(Ik)! C
induced by k is a diagram of height zero, so it has a limit cone k;flat, with vertex,
say, Lk;flat. The cone k on Ik induces a cone on flat(Ik), so there exists a universal
arrow
u1 : L
k ! Lk;flat:
Now let Ik+1;f lat be the attened (to a zero category) elements of I of height k + 1. The
diagram  induces a diagram k+1;f lat on Ik+1;f lat, dened by
k+1;f lat(i) := t((i)):
This diagram (of height zero) has a limit cone k+1;f lat with vertex, say, Lk+1;f lat. For i 2 I
of height k + 1, let i be the element in C which is the projection
i : L
k;flat ! t((i));
coming from the diagram k;flat on Ik;flat (where our notation hides this fact about i).
The previous cone k;flat with vertex Lk;flat itself has projection arrows to the ele-
ments t((i)) as i ranges over k+1;f lat. Therefore, there is a universal arrow
u2 : L
k;flat ! Lk+1;f lat:
Moreover, for each i of height k+1, there is also a projection arrow to the element s((i)),
and composing each of these projection arrows with (i) gives a second cone with the same
vertex Lk;flat on the diagram k+1;f lat. So we may again nd a universal arrow
u3 : L
k;flat ! Lk+1;f lat;
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by applying the universal property of the limit with vertex Lk+1;f lat a second time. We
compose u2 and u3 with u1 to form parallel arrows, and take the equalizer:
L Lk Lk;flat Lk+1;f late u1
u2
u3
Now we dene, for i in I of height  k + 1,
k+1(i) := i  u1  e:
We claim that this is a limit cone for the diagram k+1 : Ik+1 ! C . Since we pass through
e to reach Lk+1, k+1 satises k+1(^i) = k+1(i)  k+1(^i), hence is a limit cone.
Suppose that ~k+1 : Ik+1 ! C is a diagram with vertex, say, ~L satisfying ~k+1(^i) =
k+1(i)~k+1(i): Then ~k+1 restricts to a cone on k, hence there is a universal arrow
~e : ~L! Lk:
Because ~k+1 has the limit property even at the height k + 1, ~k+1 satises u2  u1  ~e =
u3  u1  ~e, and thus ~e factors through e uniquely, as desired.
Denition 23. Let F : C ! C 0 be a functor. Then F preserves limits or is left exact if for
every functor  : I ! C,
F (lim())  lim(F  ):
Dually, F preserves colimits or is right exact if for every functor  : I ! C,
F (colim())  colim(F  ):
F is said to create limits if for every element  2 lim(F  ), there exists a unique 0 2
lim() such that F (0) = . Dually, F is said to create colimits if for every element
 2 colim(F  ), there exists a unique 0 2 colim() such that F (0) = .
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For example, the hom functor
b 7! hom( ; b)
preserves limits. Dually, the contravariant hom functor
a 7! hom(a; )
preserves colimits. These functors may be extended to generalized categories.
Theorem 3.4.2. Let F : C ! D be a functor between generalized categories C and D .
Then if F has a left adjoint G : D ! C , then it is left exact.
Proof. Like the proof for categories, the proof for generalized categories relies on naturality
of the adjoints via the bijection (3.5).
The dual statement to 3.4.2 is immediate: a functor with a right adjoint is right exact.
3.5 Globular Sets
It is worthwhile to remark on the relationship between generalized categories and glob-
ular sets. Recall that a globular set is a presheaf of shape G (that is, a functor Gop ! Set),
where G is the category of natural numbers n  0 together with maps
0 1 2 :::
0
0
1
1
2
2
subject to the relations i+1  i = i+1i; i+1  i = i+1  i; for i  0.
Denition 24. Let C be a generalized category. A k-cell in C is an element f of C such
that for every k-element sequence ~s of operations s and t that satisfy when applied to f ,
1. sk f and tk are objects, and sk n f and tk n are not objects, for all 0  n  k,
2. s t f = s s f and t s f = t t f ,
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3. s f and t f is are (k   1)-cells.
An element f of a generalized category C is cellular if f is a k-cell for some k  1, and a
generalized category C is cellular if every element of C is cellular.
Proposition 3.5.1. There is an equivalence (given by a forgetful-free adjunction) between
sharp, cellular generalized categories and the category of globular sets.
Proof. To prove this, we must be sure clarify the statement: when referring to sharp,
cellular generalized categories, we refer not to the full subcategory but to the category
whose morphisms F : C ! D are subject to the extra condition
1. for all a 2 C , s(F (a)) = F (a) implies sa = a.
This says we cannot map k-cells for k > 0 to 0-cells. Then let dim(a) := minfn j sn a =
sn+1 ag. Dene a mapping
C 7! (n 7! fa 2 C j dim a = ng):
to the category of globular sets, for a sharp cellular generalized category C . This is the
desired equivalence.
Examples of noncellular generalized categories are abundant, for example arising from
the theory of trees and related notions, see for example [10].
3.6 Conclusion
There are numerous advanced notions of category theory that have not yet made an
appearance in our development, for example, ends, coends, monads, Kan extensions, to
name only a few. Our investigation has yielded the following observations: There exists a
generalization of category theory. More precisely, there exists a theory of functors, natural
transformations, adjoint pairs, limits, and colimits for generalized categories. Still more
precisely, there are two generalizations that are combined into one larger one: First, by
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allowing an approximate operation of composition (i.e., proximal categories), and second,
by allowing generalized higher cells. We have seen that the structure of limits and natural
transformations is similar to the structure as it arises in ordinary one-categories, so that,
surprisingly, perhaps, the proximal structure has little eect on aspects of the theory. We
have investigated a notion of non-natural transformation suggested by the one-categorical
case where naturality is not a necessary assumption, and we have found that the device of
non-natural equivalence is not suciently strong. Therefore, we have argued that naturality
must be an explicit assumption in the generalized setting. Thus, we have both extended
the boundaries of category theory, and made note of some limits to further extensions of
the new boundaries we have drawn, which strengthens the case for our particular approach.
With the foundations developed here, it is possible to go further.
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Chapter 4
Monads and Generalized Categories
4.1 Introduction
The monad abstraction, which arose out of pure mathematics, has proven to be an
enduring and versatile notion through a wealth of applications to algebra, logic, and com-
puter science in recent decades. Generalized categories have been introduced due to their
inherent interest as mathematical objects|they are a class of abstractions far more general
than ordinary categories, and yet, ordinary category theory continues to apply to them|
and due to their own potential applications to computer science, where they are suggested
as a model for higher order programming, in particular higher-kinded types. Therefore it
is natural to place these two notions, the monad abstraction and the generalized category,
side by side to see what can be said about their relationship.
Order-enriched categories (suitable ones, with the property of !-completeness) are the
foundation of the categorical domain theory developed by Smyth, Plotkin, Wall and others
[32, 39]. A special case of a generalized category is an order-enriched category, thus their
work carries over to the present setting; one of our goals is to further clarify this relationship.
The motivation for going to a further level of generality is twofold: rst, the theoretical
material is in fact well-behaved in the wider setting, indicating that it is appropriate to do
so|in other words, generalized categories have an associated mathematical theory|and
second, the observation that combining type coercion with the order of approximation (the
ordering motivating the study of order-enriched categories in the context of domain theory)
yields a transtive relation, opening a door to applications. Another door to applications is
via the Curry-Howard-Lambek correspondence and the categorical semantics of Moggi.
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4.2 Monads in Generalized Categories
Denition 25. Let C be a generalized category. A monad on C is a structure (T; ; ),
where T : C ! C is a functor, and  and  are (order-preserving) natural transformations
idC ! T and T 2 ! T , respectively, such that the following hold:
1.   (T  ) =   (  T )
2.   (T  ) =   (  T ) = 1T ,
where 1T denotes the mapping f 7! 1T (f). A monad is said to satisfy the monic condition
[24] if for all x; y in C ,
(x^)x v (y^)y implies x v y:
It follows that (x) is a monic for all x 2 C .
A monad is often referred to simply by the symbol for the functor T , with  = T ,
 = T understood.
Example 8. Consider the generalized category Setf , that is, the construction C f of Example
6 applied to the category of sets. If we x a group G, the usual monad on Set generated
by G extends directly to Setf , giving a monad on Setf :
T (f) = idG  f
(f) = the tree h with left(h) = T (f), right(h) = f, root(h) = x 7! (1G; x)
(f) = the tree h with left(h) = T 2(f), right(h) = T (f), root(h) = (g; h; x) 7! (gh; x) :
Now we establish some background needed for the Kleisli contruction: a generalized
category equipped with an adjunction is also equipped with a monad.
Proposition 4.2.1. Let C be a generalized category, and let (F;G; ; ) be an (order-
preserving) adjunction on C . Then there is a monad on C given by T = G  F with
T = ; T = G    F .
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Proof. The proof is standard, but the denitions are not. The unit  and counit  are
indeed order-preserving natural transformations. Hence so is T and T , which we denote
 and  for the rest of the proof. We still have horizontal composition ? given by  ?  =
(  )  (^  ), and the interchange law. These imply (a sharp expression)
 ?  =   (F G  ) =   (  F G):
So applying G and F on the left and right side respectively,
G  (  (F G  ))  F = G  (  (  F G))  F
and so
(G    F )  (G  F G    F ) = (G    F )  (G    F G  F );
or   (T  ) =   (  T ): We need to check if   (T  ) =   (  T ) = 1T : This
follows similarly from the triangular identities. Therefore (T; ; ) is an (order-preserving)
monad.
We will now verify that, as in the ungeneralized case, every monad comes from an
adjunction. First, the Kleisli construction may be extended to the generalized setting:
Denition 26 (Kleisli Construction). If C is a generalized category, and T = (T; ; ) is a
monad on C , set
CT := f(y; f) j T (y) = f^ ; (?) g
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where (?) is a condition (detailed in the proof) that may be safely ignored on a rst reading,
and 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
(y; f) = ( ^f; ( ^f) f);
[(y; f) = (y^; (y^)  y);
(z; g)  (y; f) = (z; (z)  T (g)  f); if g v y:
Theorem 4.2.2. Let C be a generalized category with identities. Then if T satises the
monic condition, then CT is a generalized category (not necessarily with identities). There
exists an order-preserving adjunction
C C 0T
F
G
where C 0T is the image of F in CT , such that the monad generated by (F;G; ; ) is T .
Proof. Dene a poset structure by setting
(z; g) v (y; f) := (z v y; g v f):
Now suppose that (z; g); (y; f) are two elements of CT such that (z; g) =[(z; g): Then
(^g; (^g)g) = (y^; (y^)y):
So (z^)g = (y^)y: By the monic condition,
g = y:
So we have
((w; h)  (z; g))  (y; f) = (w; (w)T (h)  g)  (y; f)
= (w; (w)  T ((w))T 2(h)  T (g)  f)
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= (w; (w)  (T (w))  T 2(h)  T (g)  f); and T (w) = h^
= (w; (w)  T (h)  (h)  T (g)  f) and h = z
= (w; (w)  T (h)  ((z)  T (g)  f))
= (w; h)  (z; (z)  T (g)  f)
= (w; h)  ((z; g)  (y; f));
after making the choice of y to represent (y; f).
Next,
(z; g)  (y; f) = (z; (z)  T (g)  f)
= ((z)  T (g)  f
V
; ([same)  same)
= ([T (z); ([T (z))  T (z))
= (^g; (^g)g) = (z; g);
and
(z; g)  (y; f)
V
= (z; (z)  T (g)  f)
V
= (z^; (z^)  z)
=[(z; g):
Now if (z; g) 6v[(y; f); they do not compose in CT by denition. On the other hand, if
(z; g) v[(y; f); we must guarantee that they may be composed. If we have
(z; g) v[(y; f);
then
(^g)  g v (y^)  y
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so
T ((^g))  T (g) v T ((y^))  T (y)
so
(^g)  T ((^g))  T (g) v (y^)  T ((y^)  T (y)
so T (g) v f^ , as desired, using monotonicity of .
Now if (y; f) 2 CT is an object, then (y; f) = (y; (y)) for some y 2 Ob(C ). For then
(y; f) = ( ^f; ( ^f)  f) = (y^; (y^)  y)
So 1. y = ^f and 2. f = ( ^f) f and 3. y = y^ and 4. f = (y^)y^. 3. and 4. with
-monotonicity gives f = y. Taking source in 2. gives y = y. So with 3., y is an object in
C . Now 4. shows that f = (y). Now we can check that, using -monotonicity (twice!),
(y; (y)) satises axiom (6) of Denition 1.
Now, if (z; g) v (y; f); then ^g v ^f . So (^g) v ( ^f): And g v f; so (^g)g v ( ^f) f .
Similarly, (z^)z v (y^)y: So (z; g) v (y; f), and[(z; g) v[(y; f):
If (z; g) v (y; f); and (u; k) v (w; h); it is similarly veried that (z; g)  (u; k) v
(y; f)  (w; h).
The last axiom to check is a v b then 1a v 1b. The condition (?) in Denition 26 is
the following:
(?) : (y; f) = 1(x;u) implies 9v such that (x; u) = (v^; (v^)  v):
This condition species that we throw away all identities in CT that are not in the image of
FT , dened below. We will use this now, and we will use it again below. Let (y; f) v (z; g),
and suppose that both (y; f) and (z; g) have identities 1(y;f) and 1(z;g), respectively. By the
condition (?) we may write (y; f) = (u^; (u^)u) and (z; g) = (v^; (v^)v) for some u; v 2 C .
Then it is not dicult to see that 1(y;f) = (u; (u)) and 1(z;g) = (v; (v)). Now we apply the
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full strength of the monic condition to conclude that u v v, from which axiom (Identities)
of Denition 1 follows. So CT is a generalized category.
Next, dene mappings
FT (f) := (f^ ; (f^)  f);
GT (y; f) := (y)  T (f):
We have
FT (g  f) = (dg  f; (dg  f)  g  f)
= (g^; (g^)  g  f)
= (g^; idT (g^)T (g)  (g)  f); and g = f^
= (g^; (g^)  T ((g^))  T (g)  (f^)f)
= (g^; (g^)  T ((g^)  g)  (f^)  f)
= (g^; (g^)  g)  (f^ ; (f^)  f)
= FT (g)  FT (f):
Now if f v g, then f^ v g^, and by substitutivity (Denition 1) and monotonicity of ,
(f^ ; (f^)f) v (g^; (g^)g): So FT is monotonic. We can also check that
FT (f^) = (
^^
f; (
^^
f)  f^) = (f^ ; (f^)  f)
V
=\FT (f)
and
FT ( f) = ( ^f; ( ^f) f) = FT (f):
Now suppose that f 2 C is a subject. Then it has an identity 1f . The image F (1f ) of
this element is (f; (f)), the identity of F (f).
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So FT is a functor C ! CT . The image C 0T of C under F is a generalized category
with identities, for it is easy to see in general that the image under a functor of an element
that is not a subject is not a subject.
We also have
GT ((z; g)  (y; f)) = GT (z; (z)T (g)f)
= (z)  T ((z)  T (g)  f)
= (z)  T (g)  (g)  T (f) and g = y
= GT (z; g) GT (y; f):
And
GT ((y; f) = GT ( ^f; ( ^f) f)
= ( ^f)  T (( ^f)  f)
= T ( f)
= T (f)
= (y)T (f)
= GT (y; f):
Similarly
GT ([(y; f)) = (y^)  T ((y^))T (y)
= T (y)
= (y)T (f)
V
= GT (y; f)
V
:
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For monotonicity, if (y; f) v (z; g),
GT (y; f) = (y)T (f) v (z)T (g) = GT (z; g):
For identities, we apply (?) again:
GT (1(y;f)) = GT (v; (v)) = (v)T ((v)) = 1T (v)
and indeed, T (v) = GT (v^; (v^)v) = GT (y; f): So FT and GT are functors. We shall make
no distinction between these and their appropriate restrictions to C 0T .
Next, dene a map
 : hom(F (f); (z; g))! hom(f;G(z; g))
by (u; k) := k. Clearly,  is order-preserving. Next,  is injective, for if (u; k) = (u0; k),
then (z)  u = g and (z)  u0 = g. So (z)  u = (z)  u0. Hence u = u0 by the monic
condition.
It is surjective if it can be shown that for every k 2 hom(f;G(z; g)) there is a u such
that (u; k) = k, or in other words, there is a u such that (z)  u = g. If (z; g) is in the
image of F , then we obtain the desired u. So  is surjective onto C 0T .
Now we check naturality of . We have
((w; h)  (u; k)) = (w; (wT (h)  k)
= (w)T (h)  k
= G(w; h)  (u; k);
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and
(w; l1)  F (l2)) = ((v; l1)  (l^2; (l^2)l2)
= ((v; (v)  T (l1)  (l^2)l2)) and l1 = l^2
= (v)  T (l1)  (l1)  l2
= (v)(l^1)  l1  l2 and l^1 = T (v)
= l1l2
= (v; l1)  l2:
So we have an order-preserving adjunction between C and C 0T . Applying Proposition 4.2.1,
we obtain a monad (T ; ; ) on C , and it remains to show that this monad is precisely
the original monad T given on C . First, we have
T (f) = GT  FT (f)
= GT (f^ ; (f^)f)
= (f^)  T ((f^)  f)
= T (f):
Next,
 = G    F =  1(1(y)T (f));
so
(f) = G((F (f)))
= G((f^ ; (f^)f))
= G( 1(1G(f^ ;(f^)f)))
= G( 1(1T (f)));
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and  1(1T (f)) = (f; 1T (f)) because  is injective and (f; 1T (f)) = 1T (f): Therefore this is
= G( 1(1T (f)))
= G(f; 1T (f))
= (f):
Finally,
(f) = (1F (f))
= (1(f^ ;(f^)f))
= (f)
again since  is injective.
4.2.1 Monads and Triples
For applications, e.g. [1,24,36], a monad is often thought of as a triple in the sense we
now dene. We will verify that the usual interchangability between the two notions holds,
but only in a certain sense.
Denition 27. C a generalized category. A triple, or Kleisli triple, on C is a pair (; ())
where  and () are monotonic maps C ! C . For f 2 C , set the abbreviation
T (f) := ((f^)  f):
The mappings ; () are required to satisfy
(01) bf  = f^ ; f  = T ( f)
(02) d(f) = T (f); (f) = f
(1) (f) = 1T (f)
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(2) f = f   ( f)
(3) (g  f) = g  f 
Note that by axiom (1), T restricts to a mapping Ob(C )! Ob(C ).
Example 9. Triples appear in applications to programming language theory, where the
mapping T () is considered to send a type A to its corresponding type T (A) of computations
of that type, in a system where programs are regarded not as pure functions, but as
functions with complications such as failure to terminate, indeterminacy, continuations,
or side eects. Correspondingly,  : A ! T (A) is regarded as the inclusion of values
into computations of type A, and (f) : T (A) ! T (B) is thought of as the extension of
f : A! T (B) to T (A).
Proposition 4.2.3. In the generalized setting, a Kleisli triple gives rise to a monad, and
conversely (though not on the Kleisli category CT ) assuming the following hypothesis: if
T (a) = T (b) then (a) = (b).
Proof. Let C be equipped with the triple (; ()). Then
T (g  f) = ((cgf)gf)
= ((g^)  g  f)
= ((g^)  g  f)
= (((g^)  g)  ((g^)  g)  f)
= (((g^)  g)(f^)  f)
= ((g^)g)((f^)f)
= T (g)T (f):
and
T (f) = ((f^)  f)
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= T ((f^)  f)
= T ( f):
and
[T (f) = ((f^)  f)
V
= (f^)  f)
V
=
d
(f^) = T (f^):
and
T (1f ) = (( b1f )1f ) = (f) = 1T (f):
Now if f v g, then
T (f) = (f^)  f v (g^)  g = T (g);
using monotonicity of . So T is a functor. Now for f 2 C dene
(f) = (1T (f))
:
To show that (T; ; ) is a monad on C , it remains to check that  and  are natural
transformations, and axioms (1) and (2) of Denition 25. We leave this to the reader. We
use the monotonicity of () to prove the monotonicity of .
Now, let (T; ; ) be a monad on C . We dene a very abstract generalized category
that contains some things that can be easily constructed, and some things that cannot be.
Let
C 0T = f(f; ~y) j ~y = (y0; y1; : : : );[si(f) = T (yi)g:
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Put 8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
[(f; ~y) = (T (y0); y^0; ^y0; ^y0; : : : )
(f; ~y) = ( f; y1; y2; : : : )
(g; ~z)  (f; ~y) = (g  f; z0; y1; : : : )
(4.1)
and 8>><>>:
(f; ~y) = ((f); f; ~y)
(f; ~y) = ((y0)T (f); y0; T (y1); T (y2); : : : ):
(4.2)
Let (f; ~y) v (g; ~z) if f v g and for all i  0, yi v zi, so C 0T is a poset. Composition is
associative since
(h;~v)  ((g; ~z)  (f; ~y)) = (h;~v)  (g  f; z0; y1; : : : )
= (h  g  f; v0; y1; : : : )
= (h  g; v0; z1; : : : )  (f; ~y)
= ((h;~v)  (g; ~z))  (f; ~y)
and indeed (g; ~z)  (f; ~y) = ( f; y1; : : : ) = (f; ~y); and (g; ~z)  (f; ~y) =[(g; ~z): If (g; ~z) v[(f; ~y);
then
(g; y1; : : : ) v (T (y0); y^0; ^y0; : : : );
so g v f^ , and hence (g; ~z) (f; ~y) is dened. (The converse may be imposed in the denition
of C 0T .) Axioms (7a) and (7b) of Denition 1 are trivial.
It can be checked that objects of C 0T are in one-to-one correspondence with objects of C
in the image of T . These in turn have well-behaved identities, so axiom (6) of Denition 1
is satised. So C 0T is a generalized category. It can also be easily veried by the reader that
an element (f; ~y) of C 0T has an identity i it is of the form (T (u); u^; ^u; : : : ) for some u 2 C .
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In other words, there is a one-to-one correspondence between elements of C possessing an
identity and elements of C in the image of T .1
Now, we check that we have a triple on C 0T . First, we check that
T (f; ~y) = (T (f); T (y0); T (y1); : : : )
Next,
\(f; ~y) = ((y0)T (f); y0; T (: : : ))
V
= (T (y0); y^0; ^y0; : : : )
=[(f; ~y)
and
(f; ~y) = ((y0)T (f); y0; T (: : : ))
= ((y0)T (f); T (y1); T (y2); : : : )
= (T ( f); T (y1); : : : )
= T ( f; y1; : : : )
= T ((f; ~y))
and
\(f; ~y) = ((f); f; ~y)
V
= (T (f); f^ ; ^f; ^f; : : : )
= (T (f); T (y0); T (y1); : : : )
= T (f; ~y)
1In fact, the \ingoing" hom set of an element not of this form is empty. Therefore these elements may
be thought of as copresheaves over a base.
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and similarly, (f; ~y) = (f; ~y). Next, we have
(f; ~y) = ((f); f; ~y)
= ((f)T ((f)); f; T (~y))
= (1T (f); f; T (y0); T (y2); : : : )
= (1T (f); f; f^ ; ^f; : : : )
= 1
(T (f);f^ ; ^f;::: )
= 1T (f;y0;y1;::: ):
and
(f; ~y)  ((f; ~y)) = ((y0)T (f); y0; T (y1); T (y2); : : : )  (( f); f; y1; y2; : : : )
= ((y0)  T (f)  ( f); y0; y1; : : : )
= (f; ~y):
and nally
((g; ~z)  (f; ~y)) = (((z0)T (g); z0; T (z1); T (z2); : : : )  (f; y0; y1; : : : ))
= (((z0)T (g)f; z0; y1; : : : ))

= ((z0)  T ((z0)  T (g)  f); z0; T (y1); T (y2); : : : )
= ((z0)  T ((z0)  T 2(g)  T (f); same)
= ((z0)  (T (z0))  T 2(g)  T (f); same); and T (z0) = g^
= ((z0)  T (g)  (g)  T (f); z0; T (y1); T (y2); : : : ):
Now applying the hypothesis in the statement of the Proposition, we conclude that (g) =
(y0). Hence this expression is (g; ~z)
(f; ~y), and (; ()) is a triple on C 0T , as desired.
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Can the hypothesis be removed from Proposition 4.2.3?
Is there also a triple dened on CT ?
What is (M(C 0T ))
0
T , where M() is the construction of the rst half of the proof?
It can be veried that, via the proof of [22] with few changes, there is a unique com-
parison functor from CT to D , given any adjunction
C D
F
G that induces the monad
T .
4.2.2 Eilenberg-Moore Algebras
Once we have investigated Kleisli categories, it is natural to ask what occurs when
we look at Eilenberg-Moore algebras (as well as ordinary algebras and coalgebras) in the
generalized setting. The results are so far inconclusive. Several key steps in results on
Eilenberg-Moore algebras depend on the observation that objects in C T possess a shared
object-morphism character. Thus, it might appear that the theory of algebras is in some
sense already a native of the generalized setting, and that (interestingly) the category of
algebras is a noncellular generalized category, manifesting as a sort of \refraction," if you
like, of the input category. However, the latter point of view runs into diculties that
the author could not redeem. At several points, uniqueness results apparently break down,
resulting in a weaker theory than the theory of algebras based on the 1-dimensional category
C T .
On the other hand, the 1-dimensional denition succeeds, as usual, and takes its usual
role as the terminal object in the category of those adjunctions that dene T in C , and
supplies the usual Monadicity (Tripleability) theorems.
4.3 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter we have presented the theory of monads as evidence of the existence
of a robust mathematical framework generalizing category theory. We have not mentioned
several topics, e.g., strengths, Linton's correspondence, and distributive laws, but we have
given indication of some applications of this framework.
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It may be noticed that the mathematics of generalized categories is in some ways con-
ceptually simpler, and in other ways conceptually more challenging compared to ordinary
category theory. The inherent emphasis on recursion and corecursion in the framework
suggests potential connections between generalized categories, iterative equations, and cat-
egorical xpoint theory.
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Chapter 5
A Generalization of the
Curry-Howard Correspondence
5.1 Introduction
In a series of papers [18,19], Lambek developed an extension of the Curry-Howard cor-
respondence [13] to the domain of categorical logic. Lambek's extension has since become
a cornerstone of programming language theory, particularly in the functional programming
paradigm. It has also been inuential in logic. This paper is devoted to a generalization
of the Curry-Howard-Lambek correspondence which makes use of the tools provided by
generalized categories. Those who agree with Philip Wadler [38] that, as a general rule,
semantics should guide development in logic and programming language theory may take
interest in this product of a generalization on the semantic side. Those with a pure interest
in category theory might note some features of our approach, for example, we show (sec-
tion 5.2.2) that using the framework of generalized categories, a cartesian functor between
cartesian closed categories may be \promoted" to a cartesian closed functor. To the best
of our knowledge this construction is at least somewhat new.
Lambek in his work makes extensive use of deductive systems [18]. A short discussion
of the intuition for this notion (which may be unfamiliar) aords the opportunity to provide
some intuition for the notion of generalized category. However, the reader is free to ignore
this discussion if he or she wishes; nothing in the main body of the paper depends on it.
A deductive system is just enough machinery to allow the question: from a given point
a of the deductive system A , can I travel to another point b 2 A via a valid path? A
conceptual picture of this is the following. Suppose that there is a system of goods A0.
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The edges of A are certicates (issued, say perhaps, by dierent governing bodies) that
say that a good a 2 A0 may be exchanged for another good b 2 A0. It is accepted that a
good is always exchangeable for itself. Now let's suppose that such certicates themselves
may be exchanged, but that this requires that one has a higher-level certicate for this
higher-level trade. If we imagine a certain impetus exists among those we imagine making
the exchanges, we can expect that there will next arise trading for these certicates as well.
Let us make two simple observations:
1. The resulting deductive system is not necessarily cellular, in the sense that the econ-
omy is liberalized to the extent that certicates may be good for exchange of dierent
kinds of goods and certicates. For example, a certicate may be for a good, in return
for a certicate good for a certicate in return for a good.
2. There need not be, in the abstract, any goods at all. The system could be one
of certicates for certicates for certicates, and so on. This observation may be
utilized to clean up the abstract formalism: a system with no atoms is conceptually
simpler and the easiest one to work with while developing elementary principles.
These two observations suggest, via the intuition, a generalization of category theory that
we outline in section 3.1.
Some work during intermediate stages is necessary in order to accomplish our aim.
Under the usual Curry-Howard correspondence, types are interpreted as propositions which
are true only when they are inhabited by a term. It is based on the types-as-targets view of
categorical semantics, which limits the applicability of generalized categories to type theory.
If we consider the alternative types-as-paths view, in which a proposition depends on both a
source and a target, we nd a calculus that is not only amenable to the generalized setting,
but also ts well with the Lambek equational theory of cartesian closed categories [19].
The types-as-path view is motivated by the notion that a type is like the blueprint of a
bridge between two points, or (in the logical intuition), a conjecture. Using the intuition
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from programs, on the other hand, the type-as-path is an approximation or abstraction of
any choice of concrete transformation between two dierent kinds of data. This supports
our approach, since this is how types are often viewed in applications, see for example [27].
The types, which we write a ` b, when viewed categorically, assume the role of exponential
objects. We are able to give this description a precise formal treatment by combining (1)
the contributions of Lambek and (2) the framework of generalized category theory.
In section 5.2, we develop ideal cartesian closed categories, the notion we take of carte-
sian closed category in the generalized setting. These come equipped with an ideal of types,
in the sense discussed above. In section 5.3, we introduce polynomial categories, by closely
following Lambek [19], and in section 5.4 we dene a notion of generalized type theoretic
system (lambda calculus) corresponding to the semantics we have introduced, and verify
that the anticipated equivalence holds. In all that we have done we have closely followed
the well-established work of Lambek and others. However, our work lays the foundation for
many possible avenues for further development in areas such as proof theory, programming
language semantics, topos theory, and homotopy type theory. We discuss some topics for
future work in section 4.3.
5.2 Generalized Deductive Systems and Ideal Carte-
sian Closed Categories
5.2.1 Generalized Deductive Systems and Generalized Graphs
Denition 28. A generalized graph is a triple (A ; s; t), where A is a set, s; t are maps
A ! A .
A morphism  : A ! B of generalized graphs is a mapping  from A to B such that
1. (s(a)) = s((a))
2. (t(a)) = t((a))
This gives a category Graph of generalized graphs.
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An element of A is (synonymously) an edge. An object in a generalized graph is an
element a 2 A such that sa = ta = a. We say that a subject in a generalized graph is an
element a 2 A such that there is an element f 2 A such that either sf = a or tf = a. We
write Ob(A ), Sb(A ) for the set of objects and subjects of A , respectively. We say that
generalized graph is 1-dimensional if
ss = s and tt = t:
Ordinary graphs correspond bijectively with 1-dimensional generalized graphs.
Recall that in an algebraic system (A; f) in which A is a carrier set where equality
(=) is dened and a unary operation f is dened (a mapping A ! A), we say that f is
substitutive if for all a; b 2 A
a = b implies fa = fb:
(The word congruence also arises frequently in connection with this property.) The source
and target operations in a generalized graph are not assumed to be substitutive. (In
fact, there is no notion of equality dened in the language of generalized graphs until
we come to Denition 31.) This comes with the advantage that we can apply inductive
pattern-matching in proofs about elements in a generalized graph (and we may even do so
constructively, if they are nitely generated in some nite language), though yet another
hypothesis is needed if these patterns matchings are to be exhaustive in A . (Such a
hypothesis will apply to polynomials in section 5.3.)
Denition 29. A generalized typed deductive system or simply a generalized deductive system
is a structure
(A ; s; t; ;`;V );
where (A ; s; t) is a generalized graph, () is a partially-dened operation A A ! A on
A , (`) is an operation A A ! A , and V is a subset of A , satisfying
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1. for all a; b 2 A , b  a is dened i ta = sb
2. s(ab) = s(b) and t(ab) = t(a)
3. s(a ` b) = a and t(a ` b) = b.
4. for every a 2 A , a ` a 2 V .
5. if a; b 2 V , and a  b #, then a  b 2 V .
6. for every a; b 2 A , if there exists u 2 V with u = a and u^ = b, then a ` b 2 V .
A morphism of generalized typed deductive systems  : A ! B is a morphism of general-
ized graphs satisfying
1. (a  b) = (a)  (b);
2. (a ` b) = (a) ` (b);
3. if a 2 V , then (a) 2 V .
This gives a category DedSys of generalized (typed) deductive systems.
Since we can now compose edges, we shall refer elements a of a deductive system A
as edges or paths (there is no actual distinction between the two terms, except in case
products in () are freely generated on a basis in A .) The elements of V may be thought
of as valid paths of A . In the set of edges going from a to b, the unique edge a ` b is called
the type with source a and target b. We may use the notation a a b interchangeably to
denote b ` a, thus a a b  b ` a. Finally, when using axiom (6) we call u a witness and
say that the type a ` b is inhabited if there is found such a u. We may write 1a in place of
a ` a.
In our work it is possible to ignore the role of V , but its presence suggests general-
izations of the calculus, for example V might be useful in a model of concurrency, or be
impacted by modal operators.
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Denition 30. An positive intuitionistic generalized deductive system is a generalized de-
ductive system
(A ; s; t; ;`;V )
equipped with the additional structure
(>;^; h; i; ())
consisting of:
1. A distinguished element > 2 A ,
2. A mapping ^ : A A ! A ,
3. A partially dened mapping h; i : A A ! A ,
4. A partially dened mapping () : A ! A
subject to the following axioms,
1. ha; bi is dened if and only if the source of a and b are identical.
2. a is dened if and only if the source of a is the wedge of two subjects in A .
the following source and target conditions:
1. >^ = > = >,
2. s(a ^ b) = s(a) ^ s(b) and t(a ^ b) = t(a) ^ t(b),
3. s(ha; bi) = s(a) and t(ha; bi) = t(a) ^ t(b)
4. s(a) = proj1(s(a)) and t(a) = proj2(s(a)) ` t(a), where proj1 and proj2 are the
projections on wedge (^) products.
and the following rules, or validities: For all a; b 2 V ,
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1. > 2 V ,
2. a ^ b is valid if a and b are valid,
3. ha; bi is valid if a and b are valid,
4. a is valid if a is valid,
5. for every pair of subjects a; b 2 A , the following types are valid:
(a) > ` a
(b) a ^ b ` a
(c) a ^ b ` b
(d) (a ` b) ^ a ` b
A morphism f : A ! B of positive intuitionistic generalized deductive systems is a
morphism of generalized deductive systems satisfying
1. F (>) = >;
2. F (a ^ b) = F (a) ^ F (b);
3. F (hf; gi) = hF (f); F (g)i;
4. F (f ) = F (f):
This gives a category p:i:DedSys of positive intuitionistic generalized deductive systems.
In order to form complex expressions out of simple ones, it is convenient to have names
for individual elements of A . For example, we choose (applying rule 5) valid elements of
A
tera : a! >
a;b : a ^ b! a
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a;b : a ^ b! b
a;b : (a ` b) ^ a! b
Note that these elements may themselves be types, even though we usually think of the
types as valid due to the existence of a witness and use of axiom 6 of Denition 29. By term
(or global element) of a deductive system we refer to any element of a deductive system
whose source is >.
One may use the deductive system to show the validity of Heyting's axioms for intu-
itionistic logic (those that do not contain the _ and ? connectives), showing that any type
that may be interpreted as a valid proposition of intuitionistic logic has a witness. The
following types, for example, are inhabited.
1. a ` a ^ a
2. a ` a ^ >
3. ((a ^ b) ` c) ` (a ` (b ` c))
4. (a ` (b ^ c)) a` ((a ` b) ^ (a ` c))
where a` denotes that the type is bi-inhabited (or there is a valid path going in either
direction).
5.2.2 Categories Equationally Dened
Lambek [18,20] observed that categories are obtained from deductive systems via a set
of equational axioms. In this section we will develop Lambek's formalization in the setting
of generalized categories. It is clear that any ordinary category (or generalized category)
can be made into a \typed deductive" category. Simply take all arrows to be valid and
introduce ` as a free operation Observe that if composition () is viewed as multiplication
and ^ is viewed as an additive product on the subjects of C , the set of elements of the
form a ` b behaves like a (ring-theoretic) ideal in the category. Thus if we are thinking
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of a category, we may think next of introducing an \ideal of types" to the category. This
demands we introduce a further technicality, a set of constants.
Denition 31. A ideal category or ideal generalized category is a structure (C ;`;V ) con-
sisting of a generalized category C (section 3.1), a distinguished subset of elements V  C ,
a distinguished subset of elements K  C , and an operation `: C  C ! C such that
1. f ` g
V
= f;
2. f ` g = g:
3. f  ( f ` g) = f^ ` g; unless f = g, in which case f  ( f ` g) = f , or unless f 2 K or
f ` g 2 K .
4. (f ` g^)  g = f ` g; unless f = g^, in which case (f ` g^)  g = g,
5. if g  f #, and g; f 2 V , then g  f 2 V ,
6. f ` f 2 V for all f 2 C ,
7. (witnesses) u 2 V implies u^ ` u 2 V .
8. ` is substitutive (Section 5.2.1) in both arguments.
A functor F : C ! D between generalized ideal categories is an ordinary functor (section
3.1) which preserves validity and `:
1. f 2 VC implies F (f) 2 VD ;
2. F (f ` g) = F (f) ` F (g).
This denes a category IdealCat.
By axioms 3 and 4, for f 2 C , f ` f is the identity of f , which may be denoted
1f . In particular, all elements (including identities) of an ideal category have identities.
The identities, types, and constants guring here will arise again in Section 5.4, where we
encounter the symbols (x x) and (x y).
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Denition 32. An ideal cartesian closed category is a ideal category with identities C that
is equipped with a structure
(>;^; h; i; ())
where
1. > is a distinguished valid element in C ,
2. ^ is an operation C  C ! C ,
3. h; i is a partially dened operation C  C ! C
4. () is a partially dened operation C ! C
which satises the conditions:
1. > 2 K , and K is closed under ^; h; i; and (),
2. the structure
(s; t;V ;`; ;>;^; h; i; ())
denes a positive intuitionistic deductive system on C .
3. for all a 2 C , if f : a! > then f = (a ` >).
4. For every pair (a; b) of subjects of C , there exists a good pair (; 0) for (a; b).
5. For every good pair (; 0) for any pair of subjects (a; b), there is a good evaluation
 = ;0 for (; 
0).
Here, if (a; b) is a pair of subjects of C , then a pair (; 0) of elements of C are a good pair
for (a; b) if
1.  and 0 are valid,
2.  : a ^ b! a, and 0 : a ^ b! b,
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3. if hf; gi # then hf; gi = f;
4. if 0hf; gi # then 0hf; gi = g;
5. if hf; 0fi # then hf; 0fi = f ,
6. if f   and g  0 #, then hf  ; g  0i = f ^ g.
and a good evaluation for a good pair (; 0) for a pair of subjects (a; b) is an element
 = ;0 of C that satises, for every c 2 C and every good pair (c;a; 0c;a) for (c; a),
1.  is valid,
2.  : (a ` b) ^ a! b,
3. if   hf   c;a; 0c;ai # then   hf   c;a; 0c;ai = f;
4. if (  hf  c;a; 0c;ai) # then (  hf  c;a; 0c;ai) = f .
A morphism F : C ! D between ideal cartesian closed categories C and D is a functor of
ideal categories satisfying
1. F (>) = >,
2. F (a ^ b) = F (a) ^ F (b);
3. F (ha; bi) = hF (a); F (b)i;
4. F sends a good pair in C to a good pair in D .
Thus we have a category ICCC of ideal cartesian closed categories.
Axiom 3 is relevant when the possibility exists that the element a ` > might be a
constant. We continue to use the notation of deductive systems in a category C . Note that
many authors write  for the binary product, which we continue to denote ^, and 1 for the
terminal object, which we continue to denote >. This seems appropriate as we will never
stray far from the point of view provided by deductive systems and the lambda calculus.
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Note that morphisms of ideal cartesian closed categories are stronger maps than or-
dinary functors between categories that happen to be cartesian closed. For ordinary cat-
egories, these functors are sometimes called cartesian functors. It is easy to see that a
good pair (; 0) for a pair of subjects (a; b) is unique if it exists. Hence a good evaluation
  ;0 depends only on (a; b) and may be denoted a;b. Similarly, we often write   a;b
and 0  0a;b. It follows that F (a;b) = F (a);F (b), and similarly for 0.
Proposition 5.2.1. The following hold in ideal cartesian closed categories:
1. hf; gi  h = hf  h; g  hi
2. 1a ^ 1b = 1a^b
3. (f ^ g)  (f 0 ^ g0) = (f  f 0) ^ (g  g0)
4. a;b = 1a`b
5. f   g # implies f   g = (f  hg  ; 0i), where (; 0) is the obvious good pair.
Proposition 5.2.2. A morphism F : C ! D between ideal cartesian closed categories
preserves the evaluation  and adjoint operation ().
Proof. By functoriality, we have F ((f : a ^ b! c)) = F (f ) : F (a)! F (b ` c) = F (f ) :
F (a) ! (F (b) ` F (c)). But this latter expression is F (f), so F (f ) = F (f). It follows
that evaluations  are also preserved. Indeed, if (a; b) are chosen and (; 0) is a good pair
for (a; b), then choose a good evaluation  = a;b for (; 
0). Then
F () = F () = F (1a`b) = 1F (a)`F (b):
Hence
F (a);F (b) = F (a);F (b)  h1F (a)`F (b)F (a)`F (b);a; 0F (a)`F (b);ai
= F (a);F (b)  hF (a;b)c;a; 0c;ai
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= F (a;b);
by the good evaluation properties of a;b.
Next we present a few ways to produce ideal cartesian closed categories:
Proposition 5.2.3. There is an (in general, nonconstructive) functor from the category
CCC of cartesian closed categories to the category ICCC.
Proof. Let F : C ! D be a functor in the category of cartesian closed categories (of the
ordinary sort). We carry out the following construction on both C and D ; rst take C .
Take any new pair of identiers ` and ^. For each object X of C , form, via recursion, the
collections of triples
AX = f(Y1; Z1;`) j there exists Y; Z 2 Ob(C ) such that X = ZY and Y1 2 CY ; Z1 2 CZg
BX = f(Y1; Z1;^) j there exists Y; Z 2 Ob(C ) such that X = Y ^Z and Y1 2 CY ; Z1 2 CZg
CX = AX [BX :
We take
Ob( ~C ) = Ob(C ) [
[
X2Ob(C )
CX ;
and for each V 2 Ob( ~C ) we assume given from the construction of the CX 's a function
deate(V ) dened by
deate(V ) =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
V; if V 2 C ;
ZY ; if V 2 AX for some X;
Y ^ Z; if V 2 BX for some X:
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For every U; V 2 ~C , dene
hom(U; V ) := hom(deate(U); deate(V ));
with composition and identities dened in the obvious way, in particular
deate(f  g) := deate(f)  deate(g);
where deate(f) for a morphism f is dened in the obvious way analogous to deate() on
objects. The reader can now check that the symbols in Denition 32 may be introduced
and the axioms veried, and that we may extend F to a functor ~F : ~C ! ~D that satises
the conditions of Denitions 31 and 32.
Another result that gives examples of ideal cartesian closed categories is:
Proposition 5.2.4. Let E be a generalized category of generalized presheaves over a gen-
eralized category C . Then E is an ideal cartesian closed category.
Proof. See Chapter 6.
The adjunction that holds in a cartesian closed category, because the mappings  X
and  X are no longer functors in the generalized setting. However, we do have:
Proposition 5.2.5. 1. there is a bijection
hom(c ^ b; a) bij= hom(c; ab)
2. there is a bijection
hom(a; b)
bij
= hom(>; ba)
Let a = b denote that there exists a pair of elements f : a! b and g : b! a such that
fg = 1b and gf = 1a. Then in an ideal cartesian closed category
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1. (a ^ b) ` c = (a ` b) ` c
2. a ` (b ^ c) = (a ` b) ^ (a ` c)
Proof. See [20].
Given f : a! b we write
pfq
for the induced term 1! a ` b, called (Lawvere's terminology) the name of f .
Finally, we relate deductive systems to categories as follows:
Proposition 5.2.6. Every deductive system A on which there is dened an equivalence
relation denoted =, and a distinguished subset K of constants in A , with respect to which
the following statements are satised:
1. f  ( f ` g) = f^ ` g; unless f = g, in which case f  ( f ` g) = f , unless f is constant
or f ` g is constant,
2. (f ` g^)  g = f ` g; unless f = g^, in which case (f ` g^)  g = g,
3. (hg)f = h(gf) for all composable f; g; h 2 A ,
4. a = b implies s(a) = s(b),
5. a = b implies t(a) = t(b),
6. a = b implies ca = cb and ac = bc, for all composable c,
7. a = b implies a ` c = b ` c and c ` a = c ` b, for all c in A ,
is an ideal generalized category (in particular, a generalized category), taking V to be the
valid paths in A .
Proof. We check the axioms of Denition 1 and see that they may be veried using axioms
and rules of Denitions 29 and 31.
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The notion of a cartesian closed category cannot be extended to the generalized setting:
the mapping X 7! X  Y is a functor only when X is an object. Our approach is to allow
the mapping on the other side, Z 7! ZY , to fail to be a functor as well. This is possible
thanks to Lambek's formalization: We are able, by following Lambek, to derive a calculus
of cartesian closed categories in the generalized setting, in spite of the weaker underlying
structure.
5.3 Polynomials and Lambda-Calculi
Adding variables to a deductive system with a positive intuitionistic structure reduces,
by the Deduction Theorem (Theorem 5.3.1), validity of all paths to the validity of paths
from a terminal object. Therefore the focus shifts from the space to the polynomials over
the space, in the sense we now dene.
5.3.1 Polynomials Systems and Polynomial Categories
The notion of indeterminate may be applied in this setting just as it may be applied
in the setting of groups, rings, and elds. However, we must assign a source and target to
each new indeterminate. It is convenient to let the source of every indeterminate be 1, the
(xed choice of) terminal object. This does not mean we cannot substitute a variable with
a dierent source for the indeterminate|substitution of, say, a for x in (x) is allowed
whenever x and a have the same target; the source of a is irrelevant. In this sense, it is
more correct (but less convenient) to say that an indeterminate simply does not have a
source. We denote an indeterminate over a deduction system A by symbols x; y; z; etc.
For now, we require that the target of x; y; : : : is in A . (In particular, it cannot itself be
a polynomial). A more general system might allow indeterminates over polynomials and
make use of the notion of telescope [7], but we will have no need for this added generality.
Denition 33. Let A be a positive intuitionistic deductive system. Let x be an indetermi-
nate with target x^ in A . We write A [x] for the positive intuitionistic deduction system
freely generated on the set A [ fxg. This means that
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1. Operations on A of Denition 30 are extended from A to A [x] by free generation
on expressions  containing any instance of x:
 ::= f j x j  `  j  ^  j h; i j 
where f can be any element of A , and x is any indeterminate. Expressions so
generated that do not contain any instance of x are thrown out, and the set of all
elements of A is then added back in.
2. The valid elements of A [x] are x, those of A , and those generated from x and those
of A using the validities of Denition 30.
There is an obvious embedding of A in A [x], via which we will usually view A as a subset
of A [x].
We call elements of A [x] synonymously polynomials over A . We write ;  ; : : : to
denote polynomials in A [x]. We do not normally write the variable x as in (x); etc. as
many authors do, but this should not lead to any confusion as long as it is understood what
may depend on x. When we iterate to form A [x][y], etc., we again require that the source
and target of indeterminates be in A . Given indeterminates x1; x2; : : : ; xn, we denote by
A [x1; : : : ; xn] or A [~x] the iterated construction (: : : ((A [x1])[x2]) : : : [xn]).
We could dene a \proof" to be a valid path from the terminal object > in a positive
intuitionistic deductive system (say). Then we could ask what structure might allow us to
\discharge" assumptions, as is done in natural deduction systems (see for example [35]).
To rene the question, one may consider a proof  of f 2 A [x], for f 2 A . This would
be a path through the deductive system that is allowed to \use" the \assumption" x. In
logic, the following result is, by long tradition, known as the Deduction Theorem. It is
interpreted as an introduction rule when the construction of polynomials is interpreted as
establishing a context. Note that polynomials do not necessarily have an element of A as
source and target, so the quantiers on a and b are a signicant part of the statement.
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Theorem 5.3.1. Let A be a positive intuitionistic deductive system. Then for all a; b 2 A ,
a ` b is valid in A [x] if and only if x^ ^ a ` b is valid in A .
Proof. The proof is just as in [20], except that we must add clauses for the operations ^
and `. Note that several steps depend on the existence of identities on the subjects of A ,
as assumed in denition 30. First, let f be a valid path from x^ ^ a to b in A . Then since
 := h(x  (a ` >); 1ai is a valid path from a to x^ ^ a in A [x], we obtain a witness f   of
the type a ` b in A [x], as desired.
Now suppose  is a valid path from a to b in A [x]. Suppose that for all polynomials
in x < of length strictly less than , there is a witness of x^ ^ < ` c<, denoted
x(<):
Now we proceed by cases:
1. if  2 A , then   0x^;a validates x^ ^ a ` b.
2. if  = x, then x^;a validates x^ ^ a ` b.
3. if  =  `  for some  ;  2 A [x], then a is identical to  and b is identical to ,
hence this case reduces to case (1).
4. if  =    for some  ;  2 A [x], then
x  hx^;a; xi
is the desired witness. (  x doesn't work, because x is still not eliminated.)
5. if  =  ^  for some  ;  2 A [x], then
hx( )    ;; x()  0 ;i
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is the desired witness. (The alternative witness x ^ x  , where  is a munging
factor, gives a denition of x under which one does not prove Theorem 5.3.3.)
6. if  = h ; i for some  ;  2 A [x], then
hx ; xi
is the desired witness.
7. if  =   for some  2 A [x], then
(x( )  )
is the desired witness, where  is the associator.
Proceeding by induction on the length of polynomials  in A [x] if necessary, we obtain in
each case the desired witness of x^ ^ a ` b.
We denote the witness of x^ ^ a ` b derived by pattern matching on  :  ! ^ in the
second half of the preceding proof by
x() : x^ ^ ! ^:
Now we pass from deductive systems to (ideal) categories. When we do so, it is necessary
to ensure that the polynomial system over an indeterminate remains in our category. Hence
we x the following denition:
Denition 34. Let C be an ideal cartesian closed category. Let x be an indeterminate in
C . To dene the symbol
C (x);
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observe that C is equipped with the structure
(s; t; ;`;I ;V )
of a positive intuitionistic deductive system, when regarded as a generalized graph. Take
KC (x) to be the set of constant polynomials.
1 Now take the polynomial system C [x] of
Denition 33, and then take the smallest equivalence relation =x of paths in C [x] satisfying
the conditions:
1. If f = g in C , then f =x g in C (x),
2. ( `  ^)   =x ( ` ) unless  =x  , in which case ( `  ^)   =  ,
3.   (  ` ) =x ( ^ ` ) unless  =x  ^, in which case   (  ` ) =x ( ^ ` ); unless
 2 K or  `  2 K ,
4. For all ;  2 C [x], if (   )   is dened, then
(   )   =x   (  );
5. Composition (), combination h; i, and the turnstile (`) in C (x) is substitutive in
both arguments:
(a) if  =x  then  `  =x  `  and  `  =x  `  ,
(b) if  =x  and    # then    =x    and if 0   # then 0   =x 0   ,
(c) if  =x  and h; i # then h; i =x h ; i and h; i =x h;  i,
6. For all  : a! >, f =x a ` >,
1This denition restricts behavior of terminal arrows  `  for polynomials  and  , but it will not
make a dierence for our purposes.
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7. For all pairs (a; b) 2 C (viewed as a deductive system), if the unique good pair for
(a; b) is (a;b; 
0
a;b) and any good evaluation a;b is taken, then these are required to
satisfy their usual equational properties in expressions involving x:
(a) if a;bh;  i # then a;bh;  i =x ,
(b) if 0a;bh;  i # then 0a;bh;  i =x  ,
(c) if ha;b  ; 0a;b  i # then ha;b  ; 0a;b  i =x ,
(d) if h  a;b;   0a;bi # then h  a;b;   0a;bi =  ^  ,
(e) if h  c;a; 0c;ai # then h  c;a; 0c;ai = ,
(f) if (h  c;a; 0c;ai) # then (h  c;a; 0c;ai) = .
The construction of C (x) is thus carried out closely following Lambek. By iterating the
construction of Denition 34 we may dene general polynomial systems A [~x] and general
polynomial categories C (~x). A polynomial over C is an element of C (~x) for any sequence
of indeterminates ~x.
The following properties are established in [20] for ordinary cartesian closed categories.
The proof in our setting is similar when source and target do not depend on x, but in
general requires a recursive step:
Lemma 5.3.2. Let C be an ideal cartesian closed category. Then C (x) is an ideal closed
category, and moreover:
1. For every ideal cartesian closed category D , for every F : C ! D , and for every
a : F (x)! F (x^) in D , there exists a unique functor  : C (x)! D satisfying
(x) = a; (f) = F (f) for all f 2 C :
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2. As a consequence of (1), for every a 2 C , there is a unique functor Sax : C (x) ! C
(called substitution of a for x) satisfying
Sax(x) = a; S
a
x(f) = f for all f 2 C :
Theorem 5.3.3. Let C be an ideal cartesian closed category, let  2 C (x); where  : > !
^. Then there exists a unique element g : x^! ^ in C , such that
 = g  x
in C (x).
Proof. The proof we give, following Lambek, proceeds by passing through C [x], the poly-
nomial generalized positive deductive system over C , and then verifying that one is able
to mod out by =x. First we show that x has a new behavior because of =x:
Lemma 5.3.4. x is a well-dened element of C (x), satises
x  hx;>i = ;
and is the unique element of C (x) that does so.
Proof. One must check that
if  =x  ; then x =x x :
This requires checking each of the relations We need only check the new case created by
^; the other cases can be checked as in [20]. This follows from the denition of x: for any
;  in C (x) we have  ^  =x h  ;   0i. We verify that
x( ^  ) = hx(); x( )0i
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= hx(  ); x(  0)i
= x(h  ;   0i):
from the denition of x for this case. The uniqueness of the choice of () is the result of
the following calculation in C (x) [19, 20]:
x =x x( ~f  hx;>i)
=x ~f  x(hx;>)
=x ~f  hxx; x>i
=x ~f  hx^;>;>  0x^;>i
=x ~f:
Now we nish the proof of Theorem 5.3.3. We dene the element g in C (x) to be
g := x  ;
where  is just the obvious munging term, in fact   h1x^; x^ ` >i. Indeed, we have
g  x = x  h1x^; x^ ` >i
= x  hx;> ` >i
= x  hx;>i
= 
by Lemma 5.3.4. For uniqueness of g, suppose that ~g 2 C satises ~g  x =  in C (x). We
calculate
x()   = x(~g  x)  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= x(~g  x)  h1x^; x^ ` >i
= x(~g)  hx^;>; xxi  h1x^; x^ ` >i
= ~g  0x^;x^hx^;>; x^;>i  h1x^; x^ ` >i
= ~g  x^;>  h1x^; x^ ` >i
= ~g  1x^
= ~g:
But x()   = g by denition of g. So g = ~g, and g is unique.
From Theorem 5.3.3 we dene notation (to resemble a counit) "x : x^! ^ by
"x := g = x()  :
Theorem 5.3.3 has the following corollary:
Corollary 5.3.5. Let C be an ideal cartesian closed category, and let  2 C (x) have source
>. Then there exists a unique element h : > ! (x^ ` ^) such that
 =x   hh; xi
in C (x).
Proof. This is obtained by taking the name of the element g of Theorem 5.3.3: that is,
take
h = pgq:
From Corollary 5.3.5 we dene notation x : > ! (x^ ` ^) by
x := h = px()  h1x^; x^ ` >iq
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As an aside, we observe from the proofs of Theorem 5.3.1 and 5.3.3 that ^'s identity
in categories suggests whether the symbol may be sugared out of generalized deduction
systems entirely. This would mean h; i would be dened as a basic operation subject to an
equational axiom:
t(ha; bi) = ha^; b^0i:
In this case  and 0 must satisfy a self-referential axiom:
s() = s(0) = ha  ; b  0i:
5.4 Typed Lambda Calculus and the Main Correspon-
dence
In this section we will nally observe what happens on the syntactic side of the cor-
respondence after generalizing semantics. As it turns out, types acquire a richer structure
and simultaneously assume the role of function constants. By a generalized lambda calculus
(Denition 36) we refer to the simplest such type system possible: we do not make mention
of natural numbers objects (see [20]), Boolean types, or other features that may appear in
applications of lambda calculus.
The next denition is not used in the sequel. It is included in order to establish a basis
for dening variables before making Denition 36.
Denition 35. A pre-generalized typed lambda calculus is a structure
(;T;S; s; t; ;`;>;^; ty; pq; ; (); ; 0; o; h; i; ;V)
where
1.  is a set,
2. T and S are disjoint subsets of  and T [S = ,
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3. V is a subset of ,
4. the system
(T; s; t; ;`;V 0)
is an ideal category, where V 0 = V \T,
5. > is a designated element of T,
6. ^ is a mapping T T ! T,
7. pq is a mapping T ! S,
8. ty is a mapping S ! T,
9. and in S:
(a)  is a designated element of S,
(b) () is a mapping ! S,
(c) , 0 are partially dened mappings S ! S,
(d) o and h; i are partially dened mappings S S ! S,
(e)  is a mapping X S ! S , where X is dened below,
subject to the conditions
1. >^ = > = >;
2. for all s 2 S, (s) # i 0(s) # i there exist A;B 2 T such that ty(s) = A ^B,
3. s o t # i there exist A;B 2 T such that ty(s) = A ` B and ty(t) = A,
4. hs; ti # i ty(s) = ty(t),
typing conditions
1. ty(pAq) = A ` A^,
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2. ty() = >,
3. for all  2 , ty() = ty();
4. if s 2 S and ty(s) = A ^B, then ty((s)) = A and ty(0(s)) = B,
5. if s o t #, then ty(s o t) =[ty(s),
6. if hs; ti #, then ty(hs; ti) = ty(s) ^ ty(t),
7. if (x; s) #, then ty((x; s)) = ty(x) ` ty(s),
and the validities
1.  2 V,
2. if A;B 2 V, then A ^B 2 V,
3. (witnesses, propositions-as-types) if s 2 V, then ty(s) 2 V,
4. If A 2 V, then pAq 2 V.
5.  2 V,
6. if c 2 V and (c); 0(c) #, then (c); 0(c) 2 V,
7. if a; f 2 V , then f o a 2 V ,
8. a; b 2 V implies ha; bi 2 V,
9. if s 2 V, then (x; s) 2 V.
Note that many type theories, e.g. [24], include function constants f : A ! B as well
as terms and types; in this formalism (guided by the new semantics) function constants
are indistinguishable from types, and together with objects they form a category. Types
behave as function constants via the derived operation A ? s := pAq o s: The operation pq
is used not only here but also in the construction of C in Denition 37.
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Elements of T are called types, and elements of S are called terms. For a term s,
the element ty(s) of T is called the type of s. We may write s : T to denote the relation
ty(s) = T . A term of the form  for some  (which may be a type or a term) is called a
variable. We may iterate the operation (), and we do not allow () to be substitutive in its
argument. Therefore we may assume that the symbol xi unpacks to ((: : : ((A)
) : : : )). In
this way, we have a countable stock x1; x2; : : : of distinct \standard" variables for each type
A. For technical reasons (see below, before Denition 36), we take these standard variables
to be the only variables of , and we place the obvious (total) ordering on variables of each
type. A variable xi is free in a term if it appears in the term, unless it appears but only
within a well-formed expression of the form (xi; s). In this case we say it appears captured
or bound. We dene the mapping on terms
FV(s) = fx 2X j x appears free in s, and x =2 Vg;
where the phrase \appears free" has its usual meaning, except that we assume that no
variable appears free in any type. So, for example, for all types A, FV(pAq) is empty. If s
is a term, x is a variable, and t is a term whose type is the same as the type of x we dene
notation
s[x=t]
to be the term s with the variable x replaced by t0 in each instance where it does not appear
bound in s, where t0 is t with any variable y 2 FV(t) that appears captured in s, that is,
y 2 FV(t) \ CAP(s);
where CAP(s) is the set of variables appearing captured in s, replaced by a variable of the
same type that is not in the set VAR(s) [ VAR(t) of variables appearing in either s or t.
These choices are made in the simplest order-preserving way, by which is meant that once
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the set of variables to be changed is found, the entire set is incremented by the smallest
positive integer such that the set of variables so generated is not in VAR(s)[VAR(t). These
incrementing operations are associative, as is the substitution operation itself. Hence we
have
s[x=t][y=r] = s[x=t[y=r]]
for all terms s; r; t and variables x; y. We may often ignore the extra step involving t0, for
it is only necessary because we have not set terms s and s0 equal in  which are the same
up to one or more free variables (a form of -conversion) in pre--Calc or in the category
-Calc dened next. Note that a morphism in pre--Calc sends closed terms to closed
terms.
Denition 36. A generalized typed lambda calculus is a pre-generalized typed lambda cal-
culus on which there is an equality relation on the terms S of  dened as follows: Let
P be the nite power set Pfi(X ) of X . For each nite set x = fx1; : : : ; xng in P, let
R(; x) := fs 2 S j FV(s)  xg:
We dene the relation =x on R(; x) to be the smallest equivalence relation that satises
1. =x is reexive, symmetric, and transitive,
2. Substitutivity conditions:
(a) if s =x t, and (s) #, then (s) =x (t), and 0(s) =x 0(t),
(b) if s =x t, then s o r =x t o r and u o s =x u o t whenever these expressions are
well-dened,
(c) if s =x t, and hs; ri #, then hs; ri =x ht; ri, and similarly in the second argument,
(d) if s =x t, then s o r =x t o r and u o s =x u o t whenever these expressions are
well-dened,
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3. for all s : >, s =x ,
4. for all a : A; b : B;
(ha; bi) =x a;
0(ha; bi) =x b;
5. for all c : A ^B,
h(c); 0(c)i =x c;
6. For all terms s 2 S, terms a 2 S, and variable x that may appear in x,
(a) ((x; s)) o a =x s[x=a];
(b) (x; s o x) =x s,
(c) if FV(s) = fxg, there exists a unique A 2 T such that s =fxg pAq o x.
(d) (-conversion for lambda terms)
(y; s) =x (y
0; s[y=y0])
if ty(y) = ty(y0) and y0 =2 FV(s).
We observe that FV() is still well-dened. We denote by
s\
the type A given by Axiom 6c. We impose the condition on the =x's that:
1. if x  y then for all s; t 2 R(; y), s =x t implies s =y t.
Because (1) s =FV s s, and (2) if s =x t and s =y t, then there exists a nite set z such that
s =z t and x; y  z, we may dene an equivalence relation equality in S on the set S of
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terms of  by
s = t if s =x t for some x in P:
A morphism  : ! M of generalized typed lambda calculi, also called a translation, is a
mapping
 : ! M
that satises the following, where equalities between terms are interpreted as equality in
S:
1. for all A 2 T; s 2 S, (A) 2 TM and (s) 2 SM;
2. the restriction of  to T is a morphism of ideal categories that satises
(>) = >M;
(A ^B) = (A) ^ (B);
3. if s =x t, then (s) =(x) (t).
4. (ty(s)) = ty((s));
5. (pAq) = p(A)q;
6. () = ,
7. for all  2 , () = ();
8. ((c)) = ((c); and (0(c)) = 0((c));
9. (s o t) = (s) o (t);
10. (hs; ti) = h(s);(t)i;
11. ((x; s)) = ((x);(s)):
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As a consequence of (3),  preserves equalities in :
s = t implies (s) = (t):
This gives a category -Calc of generalized typed lambda calculi.
Given a generalized typed lambda calculus , we can construct an ideal cartesian closed
category using Theorem 5.3.3:
Denition 37. Let  be a typed lambda calculus. Let B be the set of bulletins in , that
is, the set of terms in  that have only one free variable. Also for A 2 T, let
(A) := (x pAq o x) ; x : A;
that is, a symbol (x s) where x is a variable of type A, and s is the term pAq ox. By Axiom
(6c) of Denition 36 we may identify these symbols with types in . We dene C to be
the set
C := f(x s) j s 2 B; x a variableg;
of symbols (x s) for variable x and bulletin s, equipped with the structure
(x s) := ( ty(x)) ;
d(x s) := ( ty(s)) ;
(x s)  (y t) :=

y0 s[x=t]

;
(x s) ` (y t) := (u v) ; u : ty(s); v : ty(t);
where
y0 =
8>><>>:
y if FV(t) is empty;
incn(y) if FV(t) = fug and FV(s[x=t]) = fincn(u)g,
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where incn is the modication of the variable described after Denition 35. Let KC be
the set of symbols (x k) where k is a constant in , that is, FV(k) = . Let equality of
symbols in C be dened by
1. (x s) = (y t) if ty(x) = ty(y); ty(s) = ty(t); and there is z : ty(x) such that s[x=z] = t,
2. (x s) = (x u) ; u : ty s; if FV(s) = fyg and y 6= x,
3. if ty(s) = >, then (x s) = (x ),
4. for all bulletins s and all variables x; y of the same type, (x s) = (y s[x=y]).
This gives an ideal category C, where the identity of (x s) is
1(x s) = (
y y) ; y : s\;
terminal arrows are of the form
(y ) ;
and types (in the sense of section 5.2) are of the form
(x y) ; x 6= y:
Validities dening C are the evident ones based on Denition 31.
We have an ideal category C, but we have not directly made any assumptions about
the category T. Nevertheless, we have:
Proposition 5.4.1. C is an ideal cartesian closed category.
Proof. Set
> := (u ) ; u : >;
(x s) ^ (y t) := (z hs o (z); t o 0(z)i) ;
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h(x s) ; (y t)i := (z hs[x=z]; t[y=z]i) ;
(z s) := (x (y; s o hx; yi)) ; where z : AB; x : A;
 := (z (z)) ;
0 := (z 0(z)) ;
 := (z (z) o 0(z)) ;
with validities as needed (Denition 32).
We can also construct a typed lambda calculus from the data of a cartesian closed
category:
Denition 38. Let C be an ideal cartesian closed category. We dene the symbol LC as
follows:
1. The set of types of LC is the set of symbols Af indexed by elements f 2 C :
TLC := fAf j f 2 C g;
in fact we set Af = f and take C itself as the set of types (this is needed for the
proof of Theorem 5.4.4), however, we use the notation Af at times when it seems to
lessen the potential for confusion.
2. The set of terms of LC is the set of polynomials  over C sourced at >, that is,
SLC := f j  2 C [~x] for some ~x, ^ is in C , and  = >g;
where we assume that indeterminates have internal structure given by the syntax ().
3. Dene
ty() := A^;
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s(Af ) := Asf ;
t(Af ) := Atf ;
Af  Ag := Af g;
Af ^ Ag := Af^g;
Af ` Ag := Af`g;
pAfq := pfq; the name of f ,
>LC := >C ` >C ;
 := >C ;
KLC is the set of constant polynomials.
4. if  is a bulletin in x over C , then let
\ := Ax:
5. VLC is the set fAf j f 2 VC g joined with the set of valid constant terms, joined with
the set of polynomials valid according to Denition 33.
6. Dene
>LC := > ` >;
LC := >;
Then we have a pre-generalized typed lambda calculus. We make from this a generalized
typed lambda calculus by imposing the equality relation on terms inherited from equality
in C (~x): the equality relation =~x is dened to be equality in C (~x), along with the usual
inclusions of polynomial systems in one another.
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LC is called the internal language of the ideal cartesian closed category C . Next, we
verify that these constructions are functorial:
Proposition 5.4.2. We have the following:
1. C is a functor from -Calc to ICCC.
2. L is a functor from ICCC to -Calc.
Proof. Given  : ! 0, we dene C : C! C0 by
C (x s) :=
 
(x)(s)

for (x s) 2 C: Now we check that C is a morphism in ICCC, and that C is a functor
(Denition 5).
Let F : C ! D in ICCC. Dene a mapping LF : L(C )! L(D) by
LF (Af ) := AF (f);
LF () := (LF ());
and extend F from C to polynomials over C in the most straightforward way. Now we
check that LF is a morphism in -Calc, and that L is indeed a functor.
Denition 39. Let  be a generalized typed lambda calculus. Dene a mapping  to LC
by dening, in the pre-generalized typed lambda calculus 0 obtained by ignoring equalities
in S,
(A) := A( A) A 2 T;
(k) := (
x k) ; k 2 S;FV(k) = ; ty(x) = >LC;
(
) := (());  2 ;
(()) := ();
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(
0()) := 0();
(h;  i) := h(); ( )i
( o  ) := () o ( )
((x; )) := ((x); ()) x 2X
The map  is well-dened upon passage to , since analogous equalities between polyno-
mials hold in both  and LC.
An alternative approach (really the same) to Denition 39 is via an isomorphism with
a lambda calculus with parameter [20]:
Denition 40. Let  be a generalized typed lambda calculus, and let x 2X be a variable.
We dene the symbol
x
to be the generalized typed lambda calculus is dened exactly as , except that
Vx := fxg [ V ;
that is, x is taken to be a validating term in x.
Intuitively, x is  with x treated as a constant instead of as a variable.
Lemma 5.4.3. Let C be an ideal cartesian closed category, and let x be an indeterminate
(with the variable syntax). Then the polynomial category C(x) over C is isomorphic to
Cx in ICCC.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3.4, we need only check that Cx has the desired universal prop-
erty of C(x). See [20].
Using Lemma 5.4.3, we can identify polynomials ~ over C with the corresponding
symbol
 
u:> (~x)

in C~x, where ~x = FV() corresponds to the free variables 1; : : : ; n of
~ over C via the isomorphism.
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Finally, we have an extension of Lambek's equivalence between simply typed lambda
calculi and cartesian closed categories:
Theorem 5.4.4. The functors C and L form an equivalence
-Calc ICCC
C
L
between -Calc and ICCC.
Proof. For D in ICCC, dene "D : CLD ! D to be the map
"D : (
x ) 7!
8>><>>:
"x; if FV() = fxg; or FV() is empty, or ty() = >,
x^ ` ^ in C , otherwise.
This map is well-dened since if (x ) = (y  ), then [x=z] =  [y=z], where z does not
appear in  or  . Let these be (z);  (z). Then "z(z) = "z (z). But z is eliminated by
evaluation, so "x = "z(z) = "z (z) = "x : Let F : C ! D in ICCC. Then to check
that " : D 7! "D is a natural transformation, that is,
"(D) CL(F ) = F  "(C );
we check that for every (x ) in CLC , where  is a bulletin in x over C ,
"D(CLF ((
x ))) = F ("C ((
x ))):
If  is a non-constant bulletin in a variable dierent than the variable appearing in the
symbol, then
"D(CLF (
x )) = "D(CLF (
x y))
= "D

x0:F (ty(x)) y0 : F (ty(y))

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= F (ty(x)) ` F (ty(y))
= F (ty(x) ` ty(y))
= F ("C (
x )):
In the other cases, this reduces to checking that
F ("x) = "zLF;
where LF (x)  z: We proceed by cases as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1: if  is a constant
k : > ! k^, then
F"x = F (k)  F (0>;>  h1>;> ` >i)
= F (k)  1>
= F (k)
= LF (k)
= zLF (k):
If  is a variable x : > ! x^ equal to the variable captured by the symbol, then
F"x = F"xx
= F (>;x^  h1>; x^ ` >i)
= >;[F (x)  h1>;[F (x) ` >i)
= "LF (x) LF (x):
The other cases are similar.
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For a generalized typed lambda calculus  in -Calc, dene () :=  of Denition
39. To show that  is a natural transformation, let  : ! M in -Calc. Then
(M)   = LC()  ()
becomes, for types,
M((A)) = LC((A));
which is easily veried. Indeed,
LC((A)) = LC(A(A))
= AC( A)
= A(z (pAq)oz); ty z = ( A) = (A);
= A(z p(A)qoz)
= M((A)):
For terms, we proceed by induction on the length of a term s of . If s = k is a constant
term (of length zero),
M((k)) = (
uk) u : >
= (uk) u : (>) since (>) = >
= C (x k)
= LC (x k)
= LC((k)):
If s = x, a variable of type A, then
LC((x)): = LC();  : (
A)
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= ;  : (A)
= M(x):
We can similarly check the other cases (t); 0(t); t o r; ht; ri; (y; t).
Both  and " are invertible as maps. Indeed, by Theorem 5.3.3, " is injective, and also
surjective (since g  y is itself a polynomial). To show that  is invertible, we use Lemma
5.4.3: if  is a polynomial over C in variables x1; : : : ; xn, we pass via the isomorphism
of Lemma 5.4.3 from  to an element 0 in Cx1;:::;xn of the form (
y t). Now note that
(t) = , so  is surjective. On the other hand if s = t, for two terms s; t 2 S,
then
 
u:> s

=
 
u:> t

in Cx1;:::;xn . so s = t as terms over , by denition of equality in
SCx1;:::;xn .
Next we check (cf. Denition 18) that the triangle laws hold. Let C be in ICCC. For
a type Af in LC ,
L"C (LC (Af )) = L"C (A( Af))
= A"C (( Af))
= A"zpfqoz; z : A f ;
= A"zf z
= Af :
Next, let  be a term of LC , that is, a polynomial over C in variables x1; : : : ; xn, say. Then
L"C (LC ()) = "C (x1;:::;xn)(
 
u:> 

) by Lemma 5.4.3
= "u
= :
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Next, if (x s) is an element of C, then we must verify:
"C(C (
x s)) = (x s) :
The rst case we check is that where s is a bulletin in a variable not equal to that appearing
in the symbol. Then (x s) = (x y) = ty(x) ` ty(y) for some variable y, with ty(y) = ty(x).
We have
"C(C (
x s)) = "C(
 
 0

); where  : ( ty(s)), 0 : ( ty(x))
= ^ ` ^0
= (x y)
= (x s) :
Next, we check when s = k is a constant term of type B in , and x is a variable of type
A in . Then
"C(C (
x k)) = "C (
x k)
= "C
 
 (u k)

; where  has type  ty(x) = (
A) =
 
v:>A o v, and u : >
= " (
u k)
= (u k)  ter^
= (u k)   w:A 
=
 
w:A k[x=]
= (w k)
= (x k) :
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Next, if s = x is a variable of type A and is the same variable as that appearing in the
symbol, then
"C(C (
x x)) = "C (
x x)
= "C
 
 

; where  has type (A) = A;
= "
=
 
 

= (x x) :
The other cases are proved similarly. Hence the triangle laws hold, and the theorem is
proved.
5.5 Conclusion and Future Work
In this chapter we have shown that cartesian closed structure can be modied to in-
clude mappings on the set of objects that recover the base and the power of an exponential.
We have indicated that the mathematics of cartesian closed categories is not aected by
this addition, and moreover, by making this modication, we widen further the class of
admissible functors (for some purposes relevant to categorical logic and type theory) to
include arbitrary cartesian functors. We have also shown that this calculus extends beyond
categories, to generalized categories. We have also presented a lambda calculus which per-
mits the extension of the Curry-Howard-Lambek correspondence to the general case. Our
work suggests that polynomials over categories and terms over types are in fact essentially
the same thing. This can also be seen also in the ordinary categorical case, but in the
generalized setting, the observation is made unavoidable. The fundamental insight of the
Curry-Howard correspondence is thus that the cartesian closed structure on a cartesian
closed category can be expressed almost entirely in terms of properties of objects in the
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space of polynomials. This seems (to the author) to be the mathematical content of the
theorem.
Because of the rich variety of subject matter in categorical logic and related subjects,
there are a number of directions in which this work can be continued. For example, the
work of Moggi on computational eects [24] has had an inuence on much subsequent work
(see for example Wadler [37], Mulry, [25,26], Kobayashi [16], Semmelroth and Sabry [31]).
In [24], an extension of the lambda calculus is introduced and it is shown that it is possible
to provide categorical semantics for computational eects by making use of monads. In
fact, two constructions are presented. The rst relates a cartesian closed category equipped
with a monad to a monadic equational theory (one in which contexts consist of a unique
typed variable) extended by a computational eect (he calls this the simple metalanguage),
and the second relates a strong monad to a general equational theory (what Moggi calls an
algebraic equational theory, this one called the metalanguage), i.e., one in which contexts
may be arbitrary nite lists of typed variables.
Let C be a category with a monad T = (T; ; ). Then T is a strong monad if it is
equipped with a natural transformation t from the functor ( ) T ( ) : C  C ! C  C
to the functor T (  ) : C C ! C C (where  denotes both the product in Cat and
the product in C ). This t, called a strength, must additionally satisfy the identities:
(T  1;A)  t1;A = 01;TA;
(T  A;B;C)  tAB;C = tA;BC  (1A  tB;C)  A;B;TC
tA;B  (1A  B) = AB
tA;B  (1A  B) = AB  (T  tA;B)  tA;TB
where notation is the same as in the preceding sections, except  denotes the product
in C . In Chapter 4, the fundamental parts of the theory of monads are extended to the
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setting of generalized categories in two ways, one via a generalized triple, and the other
via a generalized Kleisli construction. Questions remain about how the present work is
connected to Moggi's, since the Kleisli category in the generalized setting is a more subtle
construction than in the one-categorical setting.
It is also possible to extend our work in this paper to the setting of topos theory. We
may dene:
Denition 41. An ideal elementary topos is an ideal cartesian closed category with
1. all nite limits and colimits,
2. a subobject classier.
An investigation into topos theory in the generalized setting (including several sheaf theo-
retical constructions) is made in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Ideal Toposes
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 5 it was shown that the framework of generalized categories may be used
introduce an ideal of types to an ordinary category. Thus generalized categories (of which
ordinary categories are a special case) can be given a structure possessing all the desirable
properties of a cartesian closed structure, in spite of there being no way to put a true
cartesian closed structure on a generalized category, since the mapping    X is not a
functor in general. The structure that arises in its stead is an ideal cartesian closed category:
a generalized category equipped with cartesian structure and an evaluation operation, along
with types and a set of constants. In this Chapter, we prepare the way for the study of
topos theory in the generalized setting. We study both the elementary case and the case
in which the topos structure arises from the existence of a site of denition.
In section 6.2 we dene ideal elementary toposes and develop basic facts and con-
structions in that setting, following [2, 11, 14, 20, 23]. An ideal topos is an ideal cartesian
closed category equipped with nite limits, nite colimits, and a subobject classier. After
establishing preliminary results we show that the slice theorem can be generalized, and
that for this reason, the generalized topos theory has, perhaps surprisingly, much of the
same character as the usual one-categorical topos theory, arising from the Heyting algebra
structure present and the rich system of adjoints generated by an arrow. A major feature
of ordinary topos theory is the relationship with sheaf theory through which there arises
a rich world of examples and applications. In section 6.3, we develop a generalization of
sheaf theory, and show that the connection between the categorical theory of sheaves devel-
oped by Grothendieck and his school [2] and the theory of toposes developed by Lawvere,
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Tierney and others [21] are in relation with one another in the generalized setting much as
in the one-categorical case. An approach to sheaves that diers from the usual functorial
approach is necessary in order to (in particular) carry the Yoneda embedding through in
the generalized setting. The approach we adopt uses pointed profunctors.
Aside from yielding information about the extent of applicability of topos theory, a
result shown by our work is that it is often easier to work in the generalized setting than in
the one-categorical setting. In part this may be due to the same phenomenon that occurs
with other kinds of generalizations: in the general setting there are sometimes fewer possible
directions for an argument to go in, thus reasoning in the general setting is psychologically
more straightforward than in settings that arise from applications.
The style in which this chapter is written is a departure from the style of most works
in category theory. In part, this is a response to the needs of the subject matter. The
author, much of whose training in mathematics was in analysis, has experienced rst hand
the reality that category theory is far better appreciated and far better understood in some
circles than in others. He believes that an understanding and appreciation of the power
and concreteness of categorical methods is possible among all mathematicians. There is,
in the author's view, more than enough room for a wide variety of stylistic approaches to
category theory.
6.2 Basic Ideal Topos Theory
In a cartesian closed category, corresponding to a fragment of intuitionistic logic, there
is one truth value, >, possibly accompanied by a symbol for absurdity ?. In a topos, this
single truth value > is expanded via a monic >  
. The intuition for the role of this
monic, coming from sheaf theory, is truth-in-place, or localized truth. This means that
what is true in a topos E (or in the internal language of E ) depends in general both on
location in the topos and on how far one can see in the topos. Such an intuition might be
a useful guide as we build the formalism.
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Denition 42. A subobject classier for a generalized category E is a pair (t;
) where 

is an object in E and where t : > 
 is in E , such that for every monic m : a b in E ,
there is a unique arrow p : b! 
 such that the following square is a pullback:
a >
b 

m
ter
t
p
Denition 43. An ideal elementary topos is an ideal cartesian closed category E with
1. all nite limits and colimits,1
2. a subobject classier.
An ideal elementary topos E has equalizers: for every pair of elements f; g : a ! b in
E , there is an arrow e : e0 ! a which has the property that f  e = g  e, and which is
universal with respect to this property [22]. An equalizer is denoted Eq(f; g). This notation
denotes an arrow well-dened in E only up to isomorphism. It is also convenient to dene,
for element a 2 E ,
ta  t  tera:
Because an ideal elementary topos is an ideal cartesian closed category, it carries the
bijection:
hom(a; b)
bij
= hom(1; a ` b): (6.1)
The element on the right, in terms of the element on the left, is denoted [20,29]
pfq
1As in the one-category case, it suces to have a terminal/equalizers/products, or a terminal/pullbacks
(dually for colimits) [30].
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This is called the name of f . In the case b = 
 the bijection (6.1) becomes:
hom(a;
)
bij
= hom(1; a ` 
): (6.2)
The element a ` 
 is viewed as a power of a (cf. Theorem 6.2.9). For example, in the
category of sets, it reduces to the set of maps from a set A to the two-element set f0; 1g.
The bijection (6.2) is augmented in a topos. Let Sub(a) denote the subobjects of an element
a 2 E , that is, the monics of target a taken only up to isomorphisms between sources [22].
Proposition 6.2.1. For every a 2 E , there is a bijection
Sub(a)
bij
= hom(a;
) (6.3)
Proof. Consider the map which sends a monic m to the element in the lower row of the
diagram of Denition 42. It lifts to a well-dened map on subobjects, by a simple diagram
chase. It is equally clear that it is injective, and if  : a! 
 is given, then since t is monic
(Denition 43), the pullback of  and t is also monic, so it is also surjective.
The bijections (6.2,6.3) are natural in a. A predicate in E is an element  in an ideal
elementary topos E with target 
. As in the proof of Proposition 6.2.1, we let
pred(m); pred([m]); pred(s)
denote the predicate associated to monics m : m  m^, subobjects [m], and elements
s : (a ` 
) ! > via Proposition 6.2.1 and Equation 6.2 (it does not lead to any confu-
sion to overload the symbol pred in this way). The predicate pred(m) is also called the
characteristic function, the characteristic map, or the classifying map of m, or of the sub-
object dened by m, or of s : 1 ! (a ` 
). Given a predicate, we can also apply the
bijection (6.3) in the other direction to obtain a subobject from a predicate. In general,
however, we cannot obtain a canonical monic given a predicate. We can do so in some
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cases, for example, in the category of sets we may use subsets. Analogous canonical monics
are given more generally in generalized presheaf categories by subpointed profunctors (see
section 6.3). For many purposes, however, such monics, though appealing, are not really
necessary.
Because we will make limited use of elementary ideal toposes, we introduce only Lam-
bek's strict logical morphisms [20]:
Denition 44. A morphism F : E ! E 0 of ideal elementary toposes is a functor [29] of
ideal cartesian closed categories F : E ! E 0 such that such that
F (
) = 
;
F (pred(m)) = pred(F (m))
for all monics m in E . This gives a category idealTop of elementary ideal toposes.
Proposition 6.2.2. Let E be an ideal elementary topos. Then every monic in E is an
equalizer, and every epi monic is an isomorphism.
Proof. Because E has a subobject classier, every monic in E is an equalizer. Indeed,
pred(m) m = t  tera = t  terb m;
and from this observation it is not dicult to see that a monic m : a ! b is the equalizer
of pred(m) and tb. Therefore a monic is an equalizer of, say, f and g. If it is also epi, then
it follows that f = g. Therefore the identity 1m^ also has the equalizing property, giving a
universal arrow k : m^! m. So k m = 1m^. Moreover m  k = 1 m, since
m  k m = m = m  1 m
and m is monic.
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Let a 2 E . Let a be the diagonal map
a := h1a; 1ai:
This map is monic, hence it has an associated predicate
a := pred(a):
A functor of ideal cartesian closed categories F : E ! E 0 between ideal elementary toposes
preserves pred() if and only if it preserves the :
F (a) = F (a);
for all a 2 E . A pullback diagram
 b
a c
pb0f;g
pbf;g g
f
gives rise to another pullback diagram
 c
a ^ b c ^ c;
hpbf;g ; pb0f;gi
f pbf;g
c
f^g
and conversely. Here (as in previous chapters) a ^ b denotes the product of a and b.
We can also dene
fga := (a);
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where () is the exponential transpose in E . We also take the predicate
a := pred(fga)
once we show that:
Proposition 6.2.3. fga is monic.
Proof. Suppose that fga  b = fga  b0. Then, in the notation of [29],
(a  hb  b;a; 0b;ai) = (a  hb0b;a; 0b;ai)
so
a  hb  b;a; 0b;ai = a  hb0b;a; 0b;ai:
So
a  (b ^ 1a) = a  (b0 ^ 1a): (6.4)
In the commutative diagram
b a >
b ^ a a ^ a 

b
h1b;bi
tera
a t
b^1a a
both squares are pullbacks. Hence the square formed by combining the two squares is also
a pullback square. By equation (6.4), the pair (h1b; bi; tera  b) is also a pullback for the
diagram in which the bottom row is replaced with b ^ a b0^1a! a ^ a a! 
. So there is an
invertible  such that h1b; bi   = h1b; b0i. So h; b  i = h1b; b0i. So  = 1b and b   = b0,
and so b = b0, as desired.
Hence a is well-dened. The predicates a and a may be interpreted, respectively, as
tests:
f : c! (a ` 
) is a singleton ; a  f = >c
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b; c : d! a are equal ; ahb; ci = >d
These interpretations can be extended to polynomials over E [29]. In the latter case, the
interpretation is justied in the formalism of E :
Proposition 6.2.4. Let E be an ideal elementary topos, and let b; c : d! a in E . Then
b = c if and only if ahb; ci = >d:
Proof. We follow the proof found in [20], which applies without change in the generalized
setting. If b = c, then
a  hb; ci = a  hb; bi
= ah1a; 1aib
= ta  b = tb:
Conversely, if a  hb; ci = ta, then the pair (hb; ci; tera) form a cone on the diagram a^a a!


t >. But this diagram has pullback a. So there is a unique k : d! a such that
hb; ci = a  k = hk; ki:
By taking projections, we have b = c = k.
Another important result, supplying monic \images" in toposes, continues to hold in
the generalized setting:
Proposition 6.2.5. Let E be an ideal elementary topos. For every f 2 E , there is a
factorization of f
f = m  e
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where e is epi and m is a monic that is universal in the sense that for every monic ~m such
that there exists e such that f = ~m  e, there exists e0 such that m = ~m  e0.
Proof. Using the existence of nite colimits, take the pushout of the diagram f^
f f f! f^
and call the injections x and y. These form a diagram f^ 
y
x
; let m denote their
equalizer. Since f has the equalizing property (i.e., x f = y f), f factors through m. Call
this factorization f = m  e. See the gures:
 
 
f
f y
x

  
e
f
m y
x
Say that m has the image property if
for all ~m; ~e; f = ~m  ~e; ~m monic implies there exists u such that m = ~m  u:
We claim thatm has the image property. Indeed, if f = ~m~e, ~m monic, then by Proposition
6.2.2 ~m is an equalizer, say, of s and t in E . But if s  ~m = t  ~m, then s  ~m  ~e = t  ~m  ~e,
so s  f = t  f . This gives a unique u such that s = u  x; t = u  y, see gures:
 
 

f
f y
t
x
s
u

  
m
~m s
t
Therefore u x m = u  y m, so s m = t m, so m is an imposter cone for ~m. So m factors
through ~m, as desired.
Now m is monic since it is an equalizer; it remains to show that e is epi. Suppose that
we repeat the construction (equalizer of pushout) on the arrow e instead of f ; this yields
a factorization e = m0  e0 of e. The composition m m0 is monic, and f factors through it,
hence m factors through it as well, say, m = m m0  v. Therefore 1m^0 = m0  v. Therefore
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the monic m0 is epi, hence m0 is an isomorphism, again by using Proposition 6.2.2. Now
if the equalizer of the pushout of  e0  e0!  is an isomorphism, then the projections of the
pushout are equal. It can be checked that e0 is therefore epi. It follows immediately that e
is epi as well, as was to be proved.
The m of Proposition 6.2.5 (the equalizer of the pushout of  f  f! ) is called the
image of f and we denote it by im(f), following [11].
Corollary 6.2.6. The subobjects below a 2 E form a lattice.
Proof. For monics m;n below a, dene:
[m] \ [n] := [n  pbm;n];
[m] [ [n] := [im[m;n]];
where [m;n] is the universal arrow with respect to the coproduct m + n, following [20].
These operations are well-dened, and provide a greatest lower bound (least upper bound,
respectively).
The lattice Sub(a) has maximal element given by 1a : a! a. In fact, in toposes Sub(a)
has still more order-theoretic structure, but this takes time to prove (cf. Corollary 6.2.10).
Moreover, there is a morphism of lattices (i.e., an order-preserving map) Sub(a)! Sub(b)
given an arrow k : b! a, given by the pullback
k 1([m]) := [pbk;m]:
Next we make the following observation:
Proposition 6.2.7. Let a be an element of an ideal elementary topos E . The following
are equivalent:
1. The terminal arrow tera : a! > is monic.
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2. For all b 2 E , there is at most arrow b! a.
If a 2 E has the property of Proposition 6.2.7, it is said to be open.
A result that more than any other single result gives a special character to toposes
among categories says that the slice category of a topos is again a topos. The \Fundamental
Theorem of Topos Theory" [11], also called the Slice Theorem, is next to be proved in the
generalized setting. We rst introduce the slice category, and reintroduce subobjects, this
time as a subcategory of the slice category.
Denition 45. Let b be an element in an ideal elementary topos E . We dene the slice
category above or below b to be the set of all triples
(f; s; t)
that satisfy: s : s ! b, t : t ! b, f : s ! t, and t  f = s. Composition and source/target
are dened by:
(g; t; r)  (f; s; t) := (g  f; s; r);
(f; s; t) := (1s; s; s);
\(f; s; t) := (1t; t; t):
These operations dene the structure of a one-category on E =b.
Let b be an element of a generalized category E . Consider the set of all monics with
target b, along with a choice of map f : m1 ! m2 between each pair m1;m2 of monics with
target b, whenever such a choice can be made (that is, whenever hom(m1;m2) is nonempty).
In this way, the monics are taken as objects of a preorder-category and a subcategory of
the slice category, denoted SubE (b) and called (herein) the subobject category. We must
be somewhat careful to keep in mind that the (semi-)lattice structure of Corollary 6.2.6 is
only dened up to isomorphism in the subobject category dened in this section. As usual,
this does not lead to any diculty.
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The slice category is the category-theoretic analog of descending sets in preorders. In
that case, there is nothing that distinguishes the subobject category from the slice category,
though in general they are distinct (for example even in the case of the category of sets).
Proposition 6.2.8. Let E be an ideal category or generalized category, and let b 2 E .
1. E =b has terminal object 1E =b := (1b; 1b; 1b).
2. If E has nite limits, then E =b has nite limits.
3. If E has products and a subobject classier, then E =b has a subobject classier.
4. (m; s; t) is monic in E =b if and only if m is monic in E .
5. The inclusion
i : Sub(b) ,! E =b
of the subobject category in the slice category has left adjoint given by im( ).
6. There is an isomorphism of lattices
SubE (b)
bij
= SubE =b(1E =b):
Proof. (6) follows from (4). The product arrows in E =b are
(1;s;s);(1;t;t) := (pbs;t; t  pbs;t; s)
0(1;s;s);(1;t;t) := (pb
0
s;t; t  pb0s;t; s)
Also set

E =b := (1
^b; 0
;b; 
0

;b);
tE =b := (hb b; 1bi; 1b; 0
;b):
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Note that the Grothendieck construction, or \category of elements" of a presheaf, is
also a slice category. More precisely, using the language of section 6.3, let (P; xP ) be a
pointed profunctor over a generalized category C . Then the Grothendieck construction
el(P ) is P=xP , that is, it is the one-category whose underlying set is the set of triples
(f; s; t) with f 2 C , s; t in P with target xP (i.e., sections), and satisfying f : s ! t, and
t  f = s. Composition in el(P ) is given by
(g; t; r)  (f; s; t) = (g  f; s; r):
and source and target (f; s; t) = (1s; s; s), \(f; s; t) = (1t; t; t). As with any slice, the map
(f; s; t) 7! f denes a functor  = P from el(P ) to C :
(f; s; t) := f:
Indeed,
((f; s; t)) = ((1s; s; s)) = 1s = s = f = ((f; s; t));
and similarly for target/composition.
The \sub and slice" structure, i.e., the structure of the subobject lattice/category and
the slice category, take on their usual role familiar from the one-categorical case. However,
it is even more tting in the generalized situation than in the one-categorical situation to
call the slice category a \slice": it is a one-dimensional structure within the generalized
category (by \one-dimensional" we mean it is a one-category). This one-category has in it
the subobject lattice (a true lattice, for a topos) represented as a system of monics. The
fundamental result is:
Theorem 6.2.9. Let E be an ideal elementary topos, b 2 E . Then the slice category E =b
is a cartesian closed category.
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Proof. First observe that, unlike in the one-categorical case, the power object operator
P ( ) is not a functor. Rather, it is given by two separate operators, which we denote by
P ( ) and P( ), dened for a 2 E by
P (a) := a ` 
;
P(a) := ("
;a^ha^`
;a; a  0a^`
;ai):
Then P(a) : a ! 
, and P(a) : P (a^) ! P (a): Moreover P(a) is the unique element in
E that satises (omitting the subscripts of projections)
"
;a  hP(a)  ; 0i = "
;a^  h; a  0i:
or what is the same again
"
;a  (P(a) ^ 1) = "
;a^  (a ^ 1):
The rest of the proof is to verify that this change in the nature of the P ( ) operator does
not invalidate the proof in the one-categorical case.
Now we wish to prove that there is a natural bijection between two hom sets, as in:
homE =b(s ^ t;
E =b) bij= homE =b(t; P s) (6.5)
where (provisionally) we use the letters s; t; etc. for objects (1a; a; a) of the slice, and where
P ( ), the power object operator in the category E =b, is still to be dened. In order to do
this, we convert hom sets to subobject lattices, as we may always do in toposes. For the
rest of the proof of (6.5), let s = (1s; s; s) and t = (1t; t; t), for s; t 2 E with target b.
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First, s ^ t is the pullback (1; t pbs;t; t pbs;t) with source s b t. By Proposition 6.2.8,

E =b is (1
^b; 0; 0). Therefore, by inspection, we have a bijection
homE =b(s ^ t;
E =b) bij= homE (sb t;
)
that is natural in s; t. Now in the topos E we use the natural bijection
hom(sb t;
) bij= Sub(sb t):
The ber product sb t is a subobject of s ^ t, whence we obtain
Sub(sb t) bij= f[m] j [m] is a subobject of s ^ t and [m]  [s  pbs;t]g
Next we translate to predicates and obtain
homE =b(s ^ t;
E =b) bij= fh : s ^ t! 
 j h ^b pred(hpbs;t; pb0s;ti) = hg
where here we write an inx operator ^b for the arrow hom(b;
 ^ 
) ! hom(b;
) aris-
ing from the meet \ in Sub(b) via hom(b;
) = Sub(b), and where we use the standard
expression of the ber product as a subobject of the product:
sb t
hpbs;t;pb0s;ti s ^ t:
Now we take star (transpose) of the h's to obtain
homE =b(s ^ t;
E =b) bij= fk : t! P (s) j k ^intP(s)  fgb  t = kg
where ^int (\internal meet") denotes the inx operator dened by the arrow P (b)^P (b)!
P (b) again arising from the meet \ in Sub(b), and where we have used the fact (result of
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inspection) that
pred(hpbs;t; pb0s;ti) = "
;c(1 ^ (P(s)  fgb  t)):
This now becomes (writing ^int for the internal meet arrow, not the inx operator)
homE =b(s ^ t;
E =b) bij= fk : t! P (s) j ^int  (1 ^ (P(s)  fgb  t))  hk; ti = k;t  hk; tig
Now let
t1 := ^int  (1 ^ (P(s)  fgb  t):
and dene, for objects (1; s; s) in E =b,
PE =b((1; s; s)) := (1; 
0
P (s);b  Eq(t1; k;t); 0P (s);b  Eq(t1; k;t));
we have the desired bijection (6.5) using the universal property of the equalizer Eq(t1; k;t)
of t1 and the rst projection k;t.
We now make note of some of the most signicant consequences of the slice theorem
(for more see, for example, [14, 23]). The proofs of these results now follow closely the
one-categorical case.
Corollary 6.2.10. Let E be an ideal elementary topos.
1. The slice E =b over an element b 2 E is an elementary topos.
2. The subobject category Suba(E ) below every element a 2 E is (up to isomorphism) a
Heyting algebra.
3. If k : b! a, then the arrow k : E =a! E =b given by
k(f; s; t) := (ht  pbk;t; pb0k;tis;k; pb0k;s; pb0k;t)
has a left adjoint k and a right adjoint k.
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There are many other consequences of Theorem 6.2.9, see the references for others.
In particular, the slice theorem is used in the proof of the theorem of Giraud [2], relating
Grothendieck toposes to a list of conditions on an ordinary one-category. In order to extend
this result it must be determined whether a generalized sheaf (to be dened below) is the
colimit of representable ones.
6.3 Sheaves over Generalized Categories
If we shunt away the task of providing motivation, it is remarkably easy, due to the
work of Lawvere and Tierney, to introduce a notion of sheaf:
Denition 46. Let E be an ideal elementary topos. A Lawvere-Tierney topology, or topology
on E is a choice of element j 2 E such that
(0) j : 
! 
,
(1) j  t = t,
(2) j  j = j,
(3) j  t = t  (j ^ j):
A monic m is dense with respect to j if
[m] = subob(j  pred(m));
where [m] is the subobject dened by m and subob() is the subobject dened by a
predicate . Dense subobjects are dened similarly.
Denition 47. Let (E ; j) be an elementary ideal topos E equipped with a Lawvere-Tierney
topology j. A sheaf for j on E is an element P of E such that for every monic m in E , and
for every f : m! P in E , if m is dense, there exists a unique g 2 E such that
g m = f:
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To motivate these denitions, however, we must relate them to a generalization of
geometric sheaf theory. This is the task for the rest of this section.
6.3.1 Pointed Profunctors
The profunctor abstraction [5] provides a convenient language for beginning a study of
generalized sheaves.
Denition 48. A pointed profunctor is a structure (P; x) consisting of a generalized category
P equipped with a distinguished object x of P satisfying: for all elements f in P ,
dom(f) = x implies f = idx:
The full generalized category C on the objects U 2 P , U 6= x is the base category of
the pointed profunctor P . In this case P is said to be dened over C . The element x is
the section object. If U is an element of C , the base category of P , the set of elements
hom(U; x) are called sections over U and the set hom(U; x) is also called the ber over U ,
denoted FibP (U) or P (U).
Denition 49. A morphism of pointed profunctors P and Q is a functor  : P ! Q
satisfying:
1. (xP ) = xQ;
2. for all elements U 2 C , (U) = x implies U = x:
If the induced map between base categories is the identity, then F is said to be base-
preserving.
A pointed profunctor over a category is not a presheaf, because it may have bers over
morphisms in the base.
Proposition 6.3.1. Let C be a generalized category. The category of presheaves over C is
isomorphic to the category of pointed profunctors and base-preserving morphisms over C
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with the property that
proper arrows of C remain proper arrows of P . (6.6)
Proof. Fix a generalized category C and let (A; x) be a pointed profunctor over C with the
property 6.6. Dene
F : C op ! Set
by sending a 2 C to the map s 7! sa from the set fs 2 A j s = a^g to the set fs 2 A j s = ag.
Then we can check that F (ab) = F (b)F (a); and F (a) is an identity in the category of sets
if and only if a is an identity in C . So F is a presheaf on C . Now let F : C op ! Set be a
limit functor. For U 2 Ob(C ); let Sect(U) be the set which is the domain (and codomain)
of F (1a), and let Sect(C ) :=
S
U2Ob(C ) Sect(a). Let
P := C t Sect(C ) t fxg;
where t is disjoint union, and extend the operations of C to P : for a 2 C , s 2 Sect(C );
x 2 Ob(A);
cod(s) := x;
dom(s) := a; 8s 2 Sect(a) ;
s  a := F (a)(s); if cod(s) = dom(a); not def. otherwise.
Then P is a category, and moreover a pointed profunctor over C .
We thus obtain a presheaf, and this construction is clearly inverse to the preceding one.
Now we have to show that this bijection  extends to maps. Let A;B be two presheaves,
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and let  : A! B be a morphism of presheaves. Then because
(sa) = (s)(a);
if we let (P ) := F , (Q) := G, we have (F (a)(s)) = G((a))((s)): We are given that
 leaves C xed, so we have, for all s 2 dom(F (a)),
(  F (a))(s) = (G(a)  )(s):
For U 2 C , let nat(U) = jSect(U). Then for all a 2 C ,
nat(a^)  F (a) = G(a)  nat(a) # :
So we have a natural transformation F ) G.
Conversely, suppose nat is a natural map for a natural transformation  : F ! G,
where F;G are two presheaves over C . Then for all a 2 C ,
F (a) : SectF (a)! SectF (a^);
G(a) : SectG(a)! SectG(a^):
So nat(a) is a function
nat(a) : SectF (a)! SectG(a):
We can therefore dene a function
 : SectF (C )! SectG(C )
by mapping s (over a) to nat(a)(s). Extend this map to A by setting (U) = U for U 2 C ,
and (x) = x. We obtain a base-preserving morphism of pointed profunctors. This is (),
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and  is still invertible after extending to maps. Functoriality of  is easily veried. So we
obtain the desired isomorphism.
This result can be interpretted as indication that the category of sets is not a natural
player in the generalized setting. This result can be extended to the two-categorical level
as well, where the same phenomenon recurs. We omit the details, but make mention of the
following, whose proof is a more involved rendition of the steps in the preceding one. The
bicategorical notion coinciding with pointed profunctor is a coweighted bicategory:
Theorem 6.3.2. Let C be a category. Then the category of (normalized) bered categories
and optransformations is isomorphic to the category of coweighted bicategories over the
categorical base C and base-preserving opmorphisms.
6.3.2 Generalized Sheaves
We have obtained a category of pointed profunctors in the preceding section. We could
apply the construction of [29] to obtain an ideal cartesian closed category. We could then
pursue the investigation further and ask: is it an ideal elementary topos? However, this
line of inquiry is likely only to yield a dead letter, because there is no hope of establishing a
Yoneda embedding in the generalized setting via this construction. The Yoneda embedding
is a full-edged functorial embedding of the base generalized category provided that there
is a way to assign domains and codomains to presheaves (pointed profunctors). To develop
such machinery, we must modify our approach. We turn to the language of bipartite
categories.
Denition 50. A bipartite generalized category is a generalized category E equipped with a
subcategory C , the base of the generalized category, such that every element  of E such
that cod() 2 C satises  2 C .
We say that E is over the base C in this case. The elements of E not in C whose target
is in C is called a section of C . The set of elements of E that are neither base elements
nor sections is called, collectively, the upper region of E .
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Let E be a bipartite generalized category. It is easy to see that xing a choice of element
P 2 E in the upper region produces, by a direct construction, a pointed profunctor ~P over
the base of E . Moreover, a choice of element P 2 E in the upper region produces a
morphism of pointed profunctors P : ~P1 ! ~P2 from its source to its target.
Denition 51. A bipartite generalized category E is maximal over its base if every con-
struction of a pointed profunctor yields an element of E , and if every construction of a
pointed profunctor homomorphism also produces an element of E .
Proposition 6.3.3. There exists a unique maximal bipartite generalized category over a
given category C .
Proof. Suppose that there were two distinct maximal bipartite categories E ;E 0 over a base
C . Then
E 00 := C t Sect(E ) t Sect(E 0) t UR(E ) t UR(E 0)
is a bipartite category over C extending both, contradicting the maximality of E and
E 0.
This proof is (classically) valid, assuming we work in a universe Uuniv closed under the
usual set theoretical operations.
Theorem 6.3.4. Let E be the maximal bipartite generalized category over a base generalized
category C . Then there exists a functor y : C ! E with the property that for every element
U 2 C there is a bijection between the ber of any element P and the homomorphisms from
y(U) to P .
Proof. The proof is by construction: we produce a copy of C (an \exact carbon copy")
along with all sections of E , and a third copy of each element f : a ! b in C , changing
the target of the third copy to the second copy of the target. By maximality, this system
of pointed profunctors is already in E .
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The same construction, carried out by copying the base and moving the copy to the
upper region, gives an extension of any bipartite generalized category. In some sense, this
is the meaning of Yoneda's lemma. We can go further on the basis we have now laid out,
but instead, we shall continue on the basis of a notion of presheaf in the generalized setting
that is in agreement with the notion of ideal elementary topos used in section 6.2. The
reason we must shift is if P ` Q is an ideal element [29] of the upper region of a bipartite
category, the composition of P ` Q with a section element yields a section element that
must itself be ideal. Therefore we dene:
Denition 52. An ideal maximal bipartite generalized category E is a bipartite category
that satises:
1. E has the maximality property of Denition 51,
2. For every P in the upper region of E and for every U in the base of E , there is a
section sU : U ! P that has the property that for all f; g 2 E that are not identities,
if s  f # then sU  f = s f , and if g  s # then g  s = sU .
By the same argument as proved Proposition 6.3.3, there is a unique ideal maximal
bipartite generalized category over a base C . The sU of Denition 52 is the \ideal element"
in the ber (cf. [29]).
Denition 53. Let C be a generalized category. The ideal maximal bipartite generalized
category E over C is called the generalized category of generalized presheaves over C . An
element P of the upper region of E is called a generalized presheaf over C .
Thus a generalized presheaf is never considered \in a vacuum", but always in the
context of a system of presheaves.
Next, we have a result that gives a construction of an ideal cartesian closed category [29]
from the data of a generalized category:
Theorem 6.3.5. The generalized presheaf category over a base C is an ideal cartesian
closed category.
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Proof. We check the denition [29]. Let E be the generalized presheaf category over C .
It is clearly a generalized category, and we can for simplicity (not being concerned with
any logical interpretation at present) assume that all elements of E are valid. We have an
element > in E given by the presheaf pt with itself as source and target and with a single
element pt in each ber. We take the constants of E to be the terminal arrows terP that
send every section of a generalized presheaf P to pt. (This element pt must be the ideal
section in each ber.) The binary product operation , as noted above, is given by ber-
wise union and component-wise composition, recursively dened on sources and targets.
The operation hP;Qi is dened when P = Q by sending s in P = Q to (P  s;Q  s).
Now we can no longer put o the ideal element P ` Q for given P;Q in E . We must
construct given P and Q an element
P ` Q
sourced at P and targeted at Q. Let xP`Q be a fresh symbol, and consider the set of arrows
s,
s : P  y(U)! Q
For each such s we dene an element
~s : U ! xP`Q:
This denes a pointed profunctor with section object xP`Q. We make a generalized presheaf
out of this pointed profunctor by setting
s(P ` Q) = P;
t(P ` Q) = Q:
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If  : R! P ,  : Q! S in E , we dene
(P ` Q)   := R ` Q;
  (P ` Q) := P ` S;
unless  is a constant in K . In that case,  is a terminal, hence P is pt. In this case, we
may dene (P ` Q)  on sections to be be the constant map s 7! sU , where sU is the ideal
section, on each ber. We can also check that if (P;Q) is a pair of elements in E , then we
have the projections P;Q; 
0P;Q : P  Q ! P; P  Q ! Q, respectively, and (P;Q; 0P;Q)
satisfy the axioms for a good pair for (P;Q).
The operation () must now be dened. Let  : RP ! Q in E . We dene a pointed
profunctor homomorphism  from R to P ` Q (which we identify with hom(y( )P;Q))
now containing an ideal element y( )) by dening (s), for s : U ! R, to be the the map
sending a section (f; x) of y(U) P , where f is identied with an element of hom( ; U),
to be
  hs  f; ti:
This denes a pointed profunctor homomorphism. This establishes that E denes a positive
intuitionistic generalized deductive system. Before checking good evaluations, we pause to
observe that there is a unique f : a! >, hence f must be a ` >. In particular, for a = >,
this shows that > ` > = >. This shows that K is closed under K closed under ^; h; i;
and (), as desired.
It remains only to show that there are good evaluations. Let P;Q be a pair of elements
in E . Let (; 0) be a good pair. Since good pairs are unique if they exist, these are the
usual projections on P Q. For U in C , for  a section of P ` Q over U , and s a section
of P over U , dene
U(; s) = U(1U ; s);
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where we again identify a section  of P ` Q over U with its associated element y(U)P !
Q. We pass to this morphism the identity 1U on U along with the given section s of P .
Finally, we check that Lambek's axioms
  hf   c;a; 0c;ai = f;
(  hf  c;a; 0c;ai) = f:
follow as a consequence of the denitions of  and ().
We will prove that the generalized presheaves form an ideal elementary topos after
introducing sieves.
Denition 54. A sieve on a generalized category C is a subset S of C such that there
exists U 2 C such that for every s 2 S , s^ = U . We say that S is a sieve at U . We write
S = U .
The notation S is intended to evoke the denition S : U ! 
, where the target 

will be dened below. Note the possible source of confusion: S is the common target of
elements of s.
Proposition 6.3.6. We have the following:
1. The set ff 2 C j f^ = Ug is a sieve, called the maximal sieve at U .
2. If S is a sieve at U and  is an element of C with ^ = U , the set
S j := f 2 C j    # and    2 S g
is a sieve at .
3. If S is sieve, f 2 C , and f^ = S , then f 2 S if and only if S jf is maximal.
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The order-theoretic notion corresponding to a sieve is a lower set, sometimes called a
downset or descending set. The symbol S j, denoted (S ) in [23], denotes a generaliza-
tion of the notion of restriction of a cover: fUgjU := fU \ Ug, where fUg denotes an
open cover in a topological space. Sieves are closely related to the notion of a subpointed
profunctor:
Denition 55. A subpointed profunctor P 0 of a pointed profunctor P on a generalized
category C is a generalized category of P with the same section object x and the same base
generalized category C .
The subpointed profunctor is closed under composition, hence s   is in P 0 for every
 in C and s in Sect(P 0). It can be explicitly observed that the subpointed profunctors
of a given pointed profunctor P have the structure of a Heyting algebra, in fact, a frame.
Indeed, the meet and join of subpointed profunctors P1 and P2 are given by
P1 _ P2 = P1 [ P2;
P1 ^ P2 = P1 \ P2;
where the symbols [ and \ are used to denote the corresponding sets, along with the
obvious pointed profunctor structure. The maximum element of the Heyting algebra is P
itself, and the minimum is the subpointed profunctor (C ; x) with no sections. The dierence
or residual of P1 and P2 is
P1 ( P2 = fs 2 P1 j for all f 2 P; s  f #; s  f 2 P2 implies s  f 2 P1g:
This structure entails a pseudocomplement to any subpointed profunctor:
:P := fs 2 P j s =2 P; and s  f =2 P for all f such that s  f #g:
The data of a sieve at U 2 C is also given by a subpointed profunctor of y(U).
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Denition 56. A topology on C is a collection J of subsets in C , satisfying:
1. Every S in J is a sieve in C .
2. For every U 2 C , the maximal sieve at U is in J .
3. If S is in J and  2 C with ^ = S , then S j is in J .
4. If S is in J and R is any sieve satisfying R = S , and if for every f 2 S , f jR is in
J , then R is in J .
Elements of the subcollection of J consisting of sieves at U 2 C are called the sieves that
cover U or covering sieves for U . A generalized category C equipped with a topology J ,
denoted C or (C ; J), is a site.
Proposition 6.3.7. Let (C ; J) be a site.
1. If S ;S 0 are covering sieves at a common target U 2 C , then the intersection S \S 0
of S and S 0 (regarded as subsets of E ) is a covering sieve.
2. If S is a covering sieve and if R is a sieve such that R  S (that is, R is larger
than S ), then R is a covering sieve.
3. If S is a covering sieve and if for every f 2 S there is given a covering sieve Sf at
f , then the \sum"
S
f2S
Sf := ff  g j f 2 S ; g 2 Sfg
is a covering sieve.
We can repeat the same constructions as usual, leading to well-known examples of
topologies [2, 23].
Denition 57. Let (C ; J) be a site. A closed sieve S on C is a sieve S with the property
that for all elements f 2 C ,
S jf 2 J implies S jf is the maximal sieve:
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In particular, S is maximal, thus to be closed is somehow to be super-maximal. The
closure of a sieve S is the sieve
clS := ff 2 C j f^ = S and S jf is in Jg:
Proposition 6.3.8.
1. The closure of a sieve S is a closed sieve. The closure of a sieve is the smallest
closed sieve containing it.
2. If S is closed, then for all composable f , S jf is closed.
3. cl(S )jf = cl(S jf ).
4. A closed covering sieve is maximal, and conversely.
Closed sieves need not be covers, and covering sieves need not be closed sieves. Authors
usually write S for the closure, following the usual convention in topology for the same
terminology (for a dierent notion). We prefer to write S for the element of C that S
covers, since this emphasizes its role in the subobject classier: S : S ! 
, even though
this unfortunately prevents us from using the commonplace notation for the closure (in the
sense of sieves). In the ordinary localic case in which C is the category of elements U of
a locale, and covers are epimorphic families, the closed sieves are precisely the principal
lower sets # U . These are precisely those lower sets which are closed under joins of their
elements. This is also a degenerate case in the sense that these closed sieves are (covering,
hence) maximal.
Denition 58. Let C be a generalized category and let J be a topology on C . Let P be a
generalized presheaf on C , and let S be a covering sieve in C . A matching family in P
with respect to S is a mapping x : S ! Sect(P ); where Sect(P ) is the set of all sections
of P , that satises:
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1. x assigns a section of P to each element  in S ,
2. (compatibility) For all  in C , x()   # implies
x()   = x(  ):
If x = fxg is a matching family, an amalgamation of x is an element s 2 S such that
such that
For every  2 S , x() = s  :
that is, x is completely determined by s. An amalgamation need not exist, or be uniquely
dened if it exists. A generalized sheaf on C or on (C ; J) is a generalized presheaf P such
that for every element U of C , and for every cover S of U , every matching family for S
has a unique amalgamation.
The generalized category of generalized sheaves on a site C is the subcategory Sh(C ; J)
of the generalized category of generalized presheaves consisting of generalized presheaves
P that satisfy:
P is a sheaf with respect to J; and s(P ); t(P ) is in Sh(C ; J).
along with composition induced from the category of generalized presheaves.
Theorem 6.3.9. The generalized category of generalized sheaves over a site (C ; J) is an
ideal cartesian closed category, and has a subobject classier.
Proof. Let P;Q be sheaves; we claim that P ` Q is also a sheaf, which is all we need in
order to show that Sh(C ; J) is an ideal cartesian closed category in light of Theorem 6.3.5.
But indeed, we can show that P ` Q is separated, and that P ` Q amalgamates, much
as in the one-categorical setting, see for example [23]. Let x
 be the target of a pointed
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profunctor 
 over C , and dene sections by setting
Fib
(U) := fS j S is a closed sieve at Ug
and complete the categorical structure by setting
S   := S j
for  : U ! V and S a closed sieve at U . We incorporate 
 into the system of presheaves
by making 
 an object:

^ = 
 = 
:
The terminal element > is the subpointed profunctor whose bers consist only of maximal
sieves. An arrow t : > ! 
 in Sh(C ; J) is given by inclusion. As in the one-categorical
case, we can now show that 
 is a sheaf, and that (
; t) is the desired subobject classier
of Sh(C ; J).
Corollary 6.3.10. Every generalized category of generalized presheaves is an ideal elemen-
tary topos.
Proof. We have nite limits and colimits in this case, exactly as in the one-categorical
case.
The following result extending [21] says that in the setting of generalized categories,
Lawvere-Tierney topologies on ideal elementary toposes extend the notion of Grothendieck
topology to settings in which there is no site of denition.
Theorem 6.3.11. Let C be a generalized category, and let E = PSh(C ) be the generalized
category of generalized presheaves over C . For every Grothendieck topology J on C , there
is a Lawvere-Tierney topology j on E such that P 2 E is a generalized sheaf with respect
to J if and only if P is a generalized sheaf with respect to j. Conversely, given a Lawvere-
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Tierney topology j on a generalized category of generalized sheaves, there is a Grothendieck
topology J on E such that the same property holds.
Proof. Essentially no changes are needed to the proof in the generalized setting. First, let
(C ; J) be a site and let E be as in the statement of 6.3.11. Dene
j = fg j S jg 2 Jg:
We can check from the denitions that j is a Lawvere-Tierney topology. Let j be a Lawvere-
Tierney topology on an ideal elementary topos E , and assume that E is PSh(C ) for some
base generalized category C . In this case, 
 is a particular pointed profunctor, and we can
consider subpointed profunctors of it. Consider the subpointed profunctor of 
 given by
J = fsections S of 
 j j(S ) is the maximal sieve at S g:
We can check from the denitions that J is a Grothendieck topology. The procedures
yielding j from J and vice versa are inverse to one another. Moreover, a presheaf P is a
sheaf with respect to J if and only if it is a sheaf with respect to j.
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